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safely to arnve at home

I

t has always seemed to us that letters from editors to children are intrinsically mawkish at the
very least. Nonetheless, this issue of The Cresset, which has been developed in honor of the late Professor Janet Lynn Kerr, prompts something like a letter to her son, Asa. If I were to have written him
a letter, it would describe for him something about his mother as colleague. And because the
meaning of that term is so hazy today, I would need to clarify it with specifics.
I would describe for Asa that his mother was for me a very good colleague. We were not really
friends, though one memorable evening when we soothed ruffled feelings by a mutual soak in my
hot tub was certainly friendly. We did not make social occasions with spouses and families; I think
our husbands met once or twice, but we never sat at a table to break bread together. We had one
conversation I recall about the difficulties of getting decent, big-enough clothing, since we shared
the condition of largeness; we both resented that the retail clothing industry expected us to like
being referred to as "tall gals."
As colleagues, we had mutual preoccupations. We had long conversations about grading, for
Janet was relentlessly honest, and grading presents constant temptations for the compassionate
person. We talked about what good writing and clear thinking meant, and how we could recognize
the signs, and how we would present those to students in ways that would instruct and convince
them. We talked about how we wanted to become less "visible" in the classroom, and how we both
tried to make students see the subject more compellingly than they saw the teacher, and we sighed
over the difficulties that women have in disappearing that way. We argued, and often found ourselves on opposite sides in long staff meetings on book choices, or essay questions. I came to recognize her mind as a major part of our relationship, for it was her mind that I found myself in conflict
with time and again. She saw issues differently from me, but we were in constant contact over them,
pushing and questioning and probing and nudging and suggesting. I think we both saw each other
as stubborn, but as worthy antagonists.
Also as colleagues, we learned from our encounters. A colleague is not the person you call
when your children are in trouble or your father is dying. But you can count on a colleague to be the
source of your learning over years of working together. No one with a good colleague will ever bog
down in thinking the same thoughts or wallowing in the same generalities. Friends may bring you
donuts or fruit baskets or invitations to lunch, but colleagues will bring you a new book, a provocative review, a critique of your latest proposal. Janet gave me new ideas all the time, though I groaned
inwardly and outwardly when I saw them coming. They always meant work. She pushed and shoved
and stubbornly made me learn a little bit about Chinese thought. She made us both learn about
Indian thought and culture by reading the Mahabarhata, and I-for whom Dickens is a delight and
Thackeray a walk in the park-met those hundreds of pages with the practiced resistance of an adolescent: "I know what I don't like." Janet didn't care, because she was not my friend, she was my
colleague. And she won out, partly by her determination not to make me a friend, but to make me
a better colleague.
Organizational rhetoric still enjoys some of the flourishes of church oratory, never more than
when it describes institutions as families, or, more palatable today, as communities. We respond to
language that names us as humans in relationship-brothers, sisters, friends-but to our institutions

A colleague is a
good gift,
though
one you won't
find under
a tree.
May you be blessed
with one or two,
if possible, as
valuable as Professor
Janet Lynn Kerr.

we too readily fall into the category known somewhat chillingly as human resources. In our work
experience, we become mere employees, and when we want to feel human, we hasten to friends
and family for the ties and the nudges and prods that make us fuller people. Thank God for colleagues, since they meet us at our work, where we are often full of fears and suspicions and prejudices, and then patiently, over time, persuade us into better, more humane ways of being. In small
and mundane ways, good colleagues transform us, making little versions of the great transformation we shall one day see.
So I would want her son to know that those of us who were Janet Lynn Kerr's colleagues
learned much from her, and what I will miss most is her stubborn insistence that I become a more
enlightened person, a better thinker, a wider knower. With me, she had a lot of work to do. This
issue of The Cresset-its themes resonant with her passions-demonstrates that she had accomplished some of it. May you who read it find here some reflection of the benefits of a colleague.
Peace,

GME

CRYSTAL CRECHE
Domes of the little town of Bethlehem,
the streets, the stable, the transcending star,
adorn my desk-the oxen in their stall,
the Christ-child in his cradle, Joseph, Mary,
shepherds, angels, the whole miracle
made static and translucent as a window,
caught by the craftsman, frozen in their places
in "twenty-four percent full leaded crystal."

Savior, thus my casual generation
has shaped your advent to our greed and revel,
confined the mystery, marketed the beautywe mumble prayers or drone our sleepy hymns
or shuffle through our meager charities
or write our poems. Jesus, may your coming
shatter the brittle forms where we entomb
your loveliness, and melt our hearts in praise.

William R. Mitchell
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Narrative Ethics and Contemporary
Chinese Fiction
Robin Visser

the ethics of authenticity and the public sphere
One of the enigmas of our age is that the modern world calls certain conceptions of morality
into existence while simultaneously destroying the grounds for taking them seriously. The ethical
conundrum presented by modern life is due, in large part, to the assumptions underlying the logic
of an urban consumer economy and the values informing its associated middle-class culture. The
global shift from British-led industrial modernity to American-led consumer modernity was initiated in the late nineteenth century. Scholars locate this crucial shift in the logic of everyday life
around 1880, as urban professionals in America became dominated by a consumption ethic, indicated by the establishment of a national advertising industry. In societies defined by consumer
modernity, the old work ethic was replaced by a "new morality" consisting of new ideals of self-fulfillment and immediate gratification. Max Weber's well-known argument regarding utilitarian
forms of materialism rings true in consumer-oriented societies where self-interest is assumed to be
the operative motivation for behavior. The legacy of liberal moral theory, with its individualistic
assumptions, gives rise to suspicions of ulterior motive or self-interest when one chooses to help
others in modern consumer societies. Thus contemporary moral sensibility often takes the form of
arguments for altruism based on the belief that people are fundamentally egoistic.
Socialist morality, meanwhile, often poses as the opposite of bourgeois morality: if bourgeois
morality sanctifies "self-interest," then social morality requires "selflessness." Marxist theorists
envision capitalist morality as a total complex of "values" informing "false consciousness," hence
the bourgeoisie present their interests as "universal" and obscure their own class interests through
talk of care, concern, generosity, and helping others. The capitalist mode of production and its associated morality is to be uprooted by socialist revolution and replaced by an alternative "proletarian"
set of values. The irony is that the dichotomies of liberal moral theory are merely reproduced in
socialist societies, where society or the state is put above individual interests. In both cases selfinterest and the interests of others are considered mutually exclusive. And in both social models the
onset of modernity is associated with a loss of freedom and autonomy. In fact the angst associated
with being modern was unveiled by the founding fathers of social theory-"alienation," "anomie,"
"iron cage" and "anonymity" were discovered to be at the heart of modern society by Marx,
Durkheim, Weber, and Simmel respectively.
Along with an increasing number of scholars, I am generally disinclined to think of "modernity" in the singular. Nonetheless, I adhere to classical formulations of modernity as a mode of life
in which one's own rational faculties reign in lieu of arbitrary, external authorities. The subtle
demise of the dan wei, or socialist "work unit," is a key contributor to the new cultural logic of
China's urban space, as individuals are increasingly free to make their own decisions about livelihood and lifestyle. Further, the rise of a semi-civil society in China is undoubtedly contributing to
increased autonomy from the state. However, in addition to the historical argument of rationality, I
also refer to the more concrete notion of modernity in the sense of a self-consciousness about being
modern, a taken-for-granted feature of life embedded in everyday thinking and behavior. Perhaps
the single concept that captures the essence of this ordinary modernity is "comfort." My use of the

As the logic of the
marketplace replaces
revolutionary
ideology, China,s
citizens re-examine
the question, "how
shall we then live?,
This essay explores
how contemporary
fiction responds
to the ethical
questions raised
in their
debates.

term "everyday life," in turn, refers to daily activities dominating and defining the lifestyles of a
group of ordinary Chinese citizens, in this case, young Chinese urban professionals in the 1990s.
In this essay I discuss narratives which grapple with the multiple ethical questions arising in
the consumer economy that increasingly delimits the social fabric of China's cities. Many of these
issues are portrayed in fiction written by young writers in the People's Republic of China who
convey an urban sensibility unprecedented in China's literary history, traditionally dominated by
the aesthetics of an agricultural civilization. The 1990s "decade of the individual" forced the average
Chinese citizen to reexamine his or her values in relation to the multiple lifestyle choices arising in a
post-revolutionary society, an especially difficult choice given the new stratification of society due
to market forces. How does one live in a commercial society in which the kind of identity presupposed by the market is that of an individual whose well-being may best be achieved in ways which
detract from the overall social well-being? Under the logic of the market, altruism, or the aspiration
to a "higher" ideal than pure self-interest, is irrational behavior. Morality in the modern world
remains suspect and is almost inevitably asserted in nostalgic mode, whether it is seen to be dominated by market relationships, capital accumulation, utilitarian 'rationalization', or identity politics.
Of course there are modern ethicists that would dispute the notion that modernity is unable to
sustain a moral grounding. Charles Taylor, for example, has provided an elaborate framework for
reclaiming what he terms the "ideal of authenticity" which underlies, but has been misconstrued by,
the culture of individualism and moral relativism operative in contemporary western societies.
Jurgen Habermas, in his comprehensive theorizing of modernity, attempts to amend Max Weber's
exclusive emphasis on instrumental rationality and its focus on the bottom line by introducing the
notion of communicative interaction and the associated salutary ramifications for the public sphere.
He takes Adorno to task for assuming an instrumental domination of the object by the subject in
society, indicating that the agent constituted by language allows for a rational search for consensus
through argument. George Herbert Mead's notion of "significant others" thus becomes essential in
Habermas' constitution of the dialogic self.
While their projects differ in approach, both Taylor and Habermas attempt to negotiate the
gap between self and other, between subject and society. In other words, they endeavor to bring
together the two questions which dominate ethical inquiry yet suggest sharply incommensurable
points of view: the ethical question addressing the public sphere, "How ought one live?" and that
determining individual morality and the constitution of the self, "What ought I to do?" Rejecting a
Nietzschean genealogy of morals, and subsequent deconstructionist discourse which concludes that
acts and motives are contingent, self-interested products of prevailing ideologies, these critics argue
that ethical principle is still relevant to public life.
In late twentieth-century China many of the cultural debates were likewise centered on
morality and the relationship between individual action and social good, particularly in the absence
of the restraints on human behavior prevailing under the ethical norms of socialism. However for
the most part these debates divide along lines reminiscent of Hume's ethical legacy from the Enlightenment, in that they fail to provide a determinant relation between the proposition of ought and is.
One group generally adheres to a sense that individual choices ought to be other than they currently
are, whereas the other believes society should embrace what is and stop trying to prescribe an ought
other than what exists. The former tendency is evident in recent debates over urban cultural products, in which neo-liberals argue that Chinese intellectuals, reflective of Chinese society as a whole,
have "lost" their moral sensibilities and no longer adhere to "ultimate concerns." Like Robert Bellah,
who described the threat that utilitarianism and expressive individualism pose for public life, these
critics seek to recover a language of commitment to a higher purpose.
Another group of Chinese scholars disagrees with such a dour assessment of contemporary
culture, instead celebrating the "post-modern sensibilities" exhibited by the very works criticized by
advocates of Enlightenment values. Wang Shuo's popular fiction, TV series, and films of the late
eighties and early nineties, and Jia Pingwa's best-selling novel Feidu (City in Ruins, 1993), two of
the most prominent targets of the "humanist spirit" debates, also represent respective breakthroughs
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in urban cultural forms. Post-modern critics praise new developments in urban fiction, celebrating
its absence of "interiority" in an "unreflective" writing that directly represents the raw, vulgar
reality of city life. For example, Chen Xiaoming, a prominent literary critic at the Chinese Academy
of Social Sciences in Beijing, sees in new urban fiction a desire to "capture the external shape of
contemporary life, to plunge into this life on its own terms, so as to be freed, in the process, from
the Enlightenment nightmare long bedeviling literature" (Chen 1994, 304). Elsewhere he claims:
Life in this age already has no interiority. People are obsessed with elevating themselves
from poverty, and are continually incited by the prospect of instant riches. [Young urban
writers] have a firm grasp on such tendencies of our time. Without any polishing or ornamentation, they put in front of us the chaotic and vibrant conditions of such a life, presenting a swift, indiscriminate flux of phenomena. Their method of directly representing
the appearances of life serves to highlight the rawness of a coarse and vulgar reality.
(Chen 1995, 6)
Chen and others have devoted many writings to the cause of rejecting, with a distinctively postmodernist rhetoric of playfulness and populism, what they believe to be the elitist and moralistic
tradition of modern Chinese literary discourse. However Chen's laudatory claim that writers of this
age lack "interiority" is hardly reflected in close readings of the fiction which he commends.
The 1990s debates between those advocating a return to Enlightenment values and those
promoting post-modernism seem to confuse moralizing with morality. Perhaps because 1990s
urban fiction is written neither as national or cultural allegories, as was experimental fiction of the
1980s, nor as the thinly veiled didacticism that has dominated so much Chinese literature, these
tales of everyday life are assessed either as decadent deviations from literature's true purpose or
refreshing departures from the plague of authorial judgment. Yet the urban narratives in question,
far from being raw, unreflective accounts, are permeated with questions of individual morality and
"ultimate concerns."
In addition to content, the style of China's new urban fiction is often criticized for lack of
imagination and experimentation due to its forthright depiction of contemporary everyday life. Yet
this stylistic turn is fascinating precisely due to its emphasis on the everyday and its relationship to
historical shifts in modernity. It is quite remarkable the way in which Dutch, British, and Americans
pioneered new art forms that, despite the separation of centuries, exhibit a common thread celebrating ordinariness. Each of these innovations corresponded to what Peter Taylor terms "hegemonic cycles"-Dutch-led mercantile modernity, British-led industrial modernity, and Americanled consumer modernity (30). For example, while the "High Tradition" of art dominated seventeenth-century Europe and its culture of absolutism, the Dutch developed a counter-baroque style
of "realism" based on scenes from the world in which they lived. Dutch genre painters drew directly
on their own experiences to mirror life as they saw it. Rather than relying on commissions these
artists painted to sell, thus creating the first art market. Here we see a direct relationship between
depictions of everyday life and a market economy. Similarly, the English novel of the eighteenth
century relied on depictions of middle class life to appeal to a mass market that included female
consumers. And by the midtwentieth century, Hollywood films turned from portrayals of glamour
to showing more secure, cozy, and domestic scenes of everyday American life. The same bourgeois
domesticity was evident in all three genres-ordinary people living comfortable lives. Contemporary Chinese fiction also portrays the comfortable everyday lives of middle class protagonists, a
theme that captures the essence of ordinary modernity. Yet in the global urban environment of the
late twentieth century, this mode of existence is immediately put into question. While fully appreciative of comfort, characters in Chinese fiction rarely revel in their bourgeois status without deliberation, often resulting in radical lifestyle changes.

the multiple perspectives afforded by Fly Eyes
Qiu Huadong (b. 1969) is one of China's most prolific young writers of urban fiction. Hailing
from the remote western province of Xinjiang, Qiu settled in Beijing in the early 1990s after graduating from college. His fierce ambition to become "the Balzac of China," through rich literary
descriptions of the nation's capital, has resulted in works of uneven literary quality reflecting a
plethora of details about contemporary Beijing trends, attitudes, and activities. In the afterword to
Yingyan (Fly Eyes, 1998), his most successful novel to date, Qiu explains that fly eyes provide multiple perspectives on the city, where "all the stories all reflect on one subject, namely, confusion
about and resistance to an urban lifestyle dominated by desire" (360).
Fly Eyes contains five stories of Beijing residents whose lives are related by "six degrees of separation," echoing Dos Passos in portraying the complexity of a city through the lives of its individuals. Qiu's characters acknowledge their superficiality and shun self-reflection, yet while self-indulgent they also admit they are "bored" and "disgusted" with such a lifestyle. What distinguishes this
young generation of Chinese urbanites is their acute awareness of the moral flattening they have
experienced. As in much contemporary urban fiction, most of Qiu's characters made abrupt lifestyle
changes in the early 1990s, often from idealist artists, poets, or scholars, to entrepreneurs in every
conceivable line of work. In recollecting the idealism of their pasts, those that are satiated with the
get-rich materialistic lifestyle of the 1990s attempt to return to a slower, simpler way of living.
However it soon becomes obvious that the "thinkers" and "closet idealists" in his stories are unable
to survive in the metropolis. Those characters that attempt to find deeper sense of meaning and
value in the city literally perish in the attempt, whereas the "survivors" are those who live prosaic,
middle class lives.
In the first story, "The Purity of Angels," a Beijing resident in his mid-twenties selfconsciously
participates in desire-driven urban practices while simultaneously attempting to escape from these
demoralizing routines. Yuan Jingsong's daily habits include spying on his newlywed neighbors
through the zoom lens of his Nikon camera from his high-rise apartment, obsessively watching
Sharon Stone flicks, and stalking women on Beijing's thoroughfares. His attempt at office romance
backfires as his would-be sweetheart blackmails him by giving his film negatives to their superior
after he has photographed the boss raping her. Utterly disillusioned, he quits his job as a fashion
magazine photographer, happily burning all his old issues of the magazine, "which do nothing but
create desire" (24). Exemplifying this conflicted generation, however, he further consoles himself
by purchasing an expensive pair of silk pajamas at the five-star Great Wall Hotel. He meets a married woman at the hotel and starts an affair, but this relationship also ends abruptly after he contracts syphilis from her.
Shocked by his fall from idealism, symbolized by his diseased state, Yuan decides to drop out of
the urban rat race to regain a sense of purity and significance. Subsisting on cash sent by his mother,
he attempts the impossible: to become a "nature man" in the city by ridding himself of material
desire, sitting by the city "river" (the foul moat surrounding the ancient city wall), growing his hair
long and imagining himself to be a "tree." His daily contact with the crowd dispels his loneliness,
and he regains a sense of intimacy by sending hand-written letters to his friends in the city instead of
using computers or fax machines. Yuan's idyllic urban life is disrupted, however, when he happens
to photograph a robbery and murder. Jolted out of his reverie, and suddenly critical of his social
irresponsibility, he becomes obsessed with a new goal for his life: to crack this case which the police
are unable to solve. For the next few months he single-mindedly schemes to track down the crime
car, but when he finally apprehends the murderers he is helpless to defend himself and they easily
dispose of him. Having provided the cops a tip as to the whereabouts of the murderers, they arrive
in time to arrest them, finding an "anonymous bystander" shot to death at the scene.
Part I of Fly Eyes concludes bluntly with the evening paper's account of Yuan's death: " ... At
the scene there was also an anonymous man who got caught in crossfire while crossing the road.
The police are investigating his identity... " (69). The irony is obvious-the attempts of the wouldbe hero to infuse his everyday urban life with meaning are quixotic. He ends up as an unknown
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entity, utterly insignificant in the larger scheme of things, the very fear which grips Liu Heng's
alienated Beijing protagonist in Heide xue (Black Snow, 1988), one of the first post-Mao urban
novels. Qiu sardonically highlights the operative logic in the 1990s market economy: in the words
of Allan Bloom, a well-known critic of the moral mediocrity bred by modernity, "there is nothing
particularly noble about [modern life]. Survivalism has taken the place of heroism as the admired
quality" ( 84 ).
Qiu follows this first story with another tale of quixotic attempts to find meaning outside the
strictures of the urban marketplace; this time his protagonists escape the city altogether to seek
refuge in the wilderness. "Night Craziness," recounts how four of Yuan Jingsong's former classmates try to dispel the boredom of their daily routines in the city by playing madly at "night games."
The opening scene, in which they lie alongside the tracks of an oncoming train in a game of "Who
Dies?" exemplifies the extremes to which go to they seek their thrills. Zuo An, who is often bullied
by the other three, at first appears the most alienated by city life. He withdraws from his friends and
fills his time playing video games, watching VCDs, and venturing out to the tracks to "play" the
game alone. However the other three are equally desperate. Qin Jie is an ex-poet who runs a car
dealership and uses women and cars for a sense of speed; Yu Lei is ousted from his house by his
"wife," a woman he pragmatically married to register for an apartment; and He Xiao plays wildly at
the stock market, ignoring his home life.
Mter He Xiao dies in a freak accident flying his helicopter into a shiny high rise in Beijing's
commercial district, Qin Jie becomes intent on slowing his face-paced life and denouncing its vanity.
He destroys his Porsche, much to his girlfriend's chagrin, and along with Yu Lei, decides to leave the
lifestyle of the "newly emergent middle class." Their particular escape attempt, as absurd as Yuan
Jingsong's aspiration to become "nature man" in the city, is to transform themselves into "wild
men" in the wilderness, completely cut off from civilization. This story, too, ends ironically, with
the "alienated" Zuo An reposing in his bourgeois apartment with a perky wife whom he'd met over
the Internet, dreaming of one "wild man" cannibalizing another in the barren northeastern forest
where Qin Jie and Yu Lei had been airlifted.
Again, this urban fable highlights the unlikely triumph of mundane everyday existence. By
immersing himself in high-tech gadgetry Zuo An, the "survivor" of the story, emerges victoriously
with a cheerful wife at his side. With the advent of modernity, ordinary life itself becomes a central
moral value. Work and family seem to be affirmed, in opposition to allegedly more transcendent
values of philosophic contemplation, religious devotion, or revolutionary zeal. Qin Jie and his buddies search frantically for novelty in order to extricate themselves from the uncanny sense of dejavu pervading their lives. Self-awareness breeds impotence, like the protagonist in Doris Lessing's A
Proper Marriage who "could take no step, perform no action, no matter how apparently new and
unforeseen without the secret fear that in fact this new and arbitrary thing would turn out to be part
of the inevitable process she was doomed to. She was, in short, in the grip of the great bourgeois
monster, the nightmare of repetition" (90).
Yet Qiu complicates this reading with an ambiguous ending. He paints a comforting denouement to the story, with Zuo An cuddled up next to his new bride in the womb-like darkness of a city
at rest. However his dreams still retain an inconclusive aura:
That wild man had already been trapped for several months. He didn't have a partner,
only himself, or perhaps he relied on his partner's flesh to survive. The sun peeked
through the depths of the forest and seeing it he was suddenly aroused. Knife in hand he
let out a sharp whistle as he ran wildly toward the sun. The tone resonated in all four
directions, a lonely yet glorious sound. Zuo An rolled over and this dream disappeared.
Now in his dreams he was fleeing through the city in his car, with another black Nissan in
hot pursuit. He couldn't relax at all as he drove madly through the streets of the city.
(152-3)

Which "escape attempt" is preferable? Have any of these men actually achieved a sense of autonomy
and personal identity? The trappings of consumer modernity can be shed, but at what cost? These

opposing scenarios have been told and retold in modern pop culture throughout the world, and are
nothing new to the traditional Chinese aesthetic in which intellectuals retreat from the numbing routines of capital life in favor of a hermit's life in the countryside. However as growing numbers of Chinese achieve a standard of living where choices are a possibility, such dilemmas will multiply.
In a final example from Fly Eyes, the death of the heroic figure appears more tragic than
quixotic as Qiu juxtaposes the lifestyle choices of two brothers. In "Two-dimensional People" the
younger brother has recently dropped out of graduate school in philosophy to become a night clubdisc jockey. Frequenting other clubs after getting off work, the DJ's new job places him in a context
of heightened danger, as organized crime in the city operates on the same hours. Impervious to
peril, he declares himself a "two-dimensional man" who "belongs to the night," and soon hooks up
with an alluring "woman in red"' wh'o shares his .values. His elder brother's job is hazardous by
choice-he is a beat cop responsible for busting organized crime rings in Beijing. The "woman in
red," helplessly caught in a tangled web of crime, implicates the DJ, whose elder brother must
defend him from a notorious mobster and is murdered in the process.
Once again, the "hero" figure perishes while the self-styled "two-dimensional man" survives
and "gets the girl." However the story doesn't end here. The DJ and his girlfriend are repulsed by
the city, yet instead of leaving it they decide to "tour" the city by charting a gondola through the
filthy waters of the ancient moat that surrounded the Beijing city wall. They disembark at shopping
centers, amusement parks, and other gathering places. At an amusement park the bemused couple
observes idiosyncratic individuals who try to escape their problems by engaging in obsessive repetition. They marvel at fanatic pinball players. They are preached to by a young man positively evangelistic about the joys of "flying" on a trampoline each day after work. They query a middle-aged
man obsessively tossing basketballs into a hoop, who barks back that he is trying to forget a painful
divorce. And when a blind girl wins a gambling prize she is unable to bask in her good fortune;
instead, she alienates the well-wishers by launching into her bad-luck story of being blinded due to
a chemical plant explosion in the city. After observing all of these desperate souls the couple is more
depressed than ever:
They wanted to quickly forget the faces of those "losers" they saw at the amusement park,
because those faces left them with something deeply painful. Those people seem to live in
the dark, like a group that has been abandoned by something, immersed in an extremely
simple kind of happiness. They are all "two-dimensional people." (280)
Here Qiu Huadong broadens the scope of his moral commentary in these tales, for although the
couple, in their naive acceptance of modern urban life, has survived the city unscathed, they
nonetheless recognize that this kind of life is obscured by a sense of loss. A lack of self-consciousness
allows an individual to live at peace with his shallow existence, however it is difficult to bask in such
a lifestyle after recognizing its superficiality. After completing their one-night tour of the city, the
couple forcibly resolves this dilemma by deciding to reinvest in routine, renouncing their life of
frivolity and vowing to embrace a mainstream lifestyle of "substance."
We had lived for such a long time as "night fanatics" ... so we were shocked to once again
see the city as day was dawning. It was full of life, because newly awakened people were
moving about it with purpose, dashing about to start a new day, all "addition-type"
people ... Suddenly we had a feeling that we would bid our nightlife adieu, say goodbye to
our two-dimensional lifestyle, and directly engage in the daytime. Precisely! From this day
on we will directly engage in the daytime and go about "adding," vigorously pursuing that
reliable, substantive part of life. We'll work hard, earn money, buy a house, buy a car, buy
a television, have a kid, respect our parents, and accept the most tiring and banal responsibilities of life. Charge forward! Yes, this is what we concluded after our "tour." Charge
forward! Charge into life and be a person of substance. We smelled the fresh morning air,
that kind of air that would sustain our breathing for the next half of our life. Charge forward! (293)
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Fully self-conscious of the limited potential of their decision to "forge ahead" and grasp the "substance" of life, they nonetheless decide to reinvest their energies in just such mundane pursuits,
seeing them as preferable to a life of fleeting pleasures. Their tongue-in-cheek renewal of commitment to life is full of cynicism, however it simultaneously serves to reinforce conservative social
impulses.
how should we then live?
Such sarcastic self-conscio.usness about the predic.tability of everyday modern life, rather than
leading to a radical redesign o{ society, actually bolsters the status quo. In fact, self-conscious distancing from the social arrangements to which one is party often produces a sense of satisfaction
that is incompatible with a desire for change. The new social conservatism among middle class Chinese intellectuals is not, as some scholars contend, merely a sign of capitulation to the Party agenda
for renewing nationalism in the 1990s. Rather, it is also a manifestation of a &niversal tendency of
modernity given the logic of the urban marketplace-a reinforcement of the status quo. The Beijing-based critic Meng Fanhua sums up the "new cultural conservatism" in China as follows:
First, it rejects the radical critical spirit and opts for moderate and steady discursive practice. Second, it gives up anxious concern about and questioning of the collective situation,
and turns its attention to the personal situation; third, it declines quest for ultimate value,
goal, or faith, and is concerned with solutions to local problems. (53}
In Qiu Huadong's city narratives the characters who successfully negotiate the city space exhibit
precisely these characteristics, whereas those who aspire to "ultimate values," radical lifestyle
choices, and contribution to the collective good, perish.
The conclusions reached by Qiu Huadong's characters were theorized long ago by John Stuart
Mill, who recognized deep contradictions between the principles of liberal society where individuals are free to make their own choices, and the lived reality of conformity which is a denial in practice of this very individuality. In his treatise On Liberty he states:
Society has now fairly got the better of individuality, and the danger which threatens
human nature is not the excess but the deficiency of personal impulses and preferences. I
do not mean that they choose what is customary in preference to what suits their own
inclination. It does not occur to them to have any inclination, except what is customary.
Thus the mind itself is bowed to the yoke: even in what people do for pleasure, conformity is the first thing thought of, they like in crowds; they exercise choice only among
things commonly done; peculiarity of taste, eccentricity of conduct, are shunned equally
with crimes; until by dint of not following their own nature they have no nature to follow:
their human capacities are withered and starved. (190)
In an ironic moment of concurrence with China's neo-liberal scholars, Qiu Huadong's characters
are obsessed with the fear that they are starving their creative natures; however, like Mill, Qiu sees
this danger arising from too little rather than too much self-expression. The problem with
indulging one's desires in consumer society, it would seem, is that it merely replicates the lowest
common denominator of the masses rather than expressing one's own personal impulses and preferences. In contemporary Chinese urban fiction, the characters eventually realize that something is
amiss in their materialistic lifestyles. In most cases these authors conclude their narratives in an
open-ended fashion, resulting in moral ambiguity. Yet through narratives that attempt to transform what is into what ought to be, they tenaciously probe ethical issues relating to self and society
in a newly emerging market economy. These stories suggest an ongoing inquiry into the relationship between individual authenticity and the public sphere, raising universal ethical questions
which can inform our contemporary culture of modernity in the West as well as that of the new
rich in rapidly urbanizing China.
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DECADES AFTER SAIGON
The second a dream veers into nightmare,
I'm up, clutching the wheel. For years
I've jerked back just in time to miss a deer
caught in the headlights, or Cadillac
tacking toward our side of the highway.
At three or four, I stagger from the bedroom
in the dark, old man needing familiar angels
like a child: my water glass, my chair.
Nothing about the war comes back,
most nights, no noise or rockets.
Nothing rational keeps me out of bed
till dawn, not Saigon children starving,
but I hold the rudder past uncharted
water, knowing There be monsters here.
I know four hours in bed won't do,
there's work today. Angels in the clock's
red eyes keep watch, and the nodding
body says, Go back to sleep.

Walt McDonald
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China Watching in Hangzhou
Peter A. Scholl

M
a<eo Polo said Hangzhou is "the most noble city and the best that is in the world."
It was the national capital from 1127-29 during the Southern Song Dynasty. Around the end of the
thirteenth century it was "the richest and most populous city in the world" (Gernet 25). Today with
1.4 million residents in the city proper, by Chinese standards it is not by any means the largest nor
even the most prosperous. Even so, it is well situated in the thriving coastal region, almost mid-way
between Beijing and Guangzhou (Canton), and only two or three hours west of Shanghai via a new
toll road or excellent trains. Though most Americans have never even heard of it and though relatively few of those who travel from here to China go there, the Lonely Planet guidebook says that
"for the Chinese, Hangzhou, along with Guilin, is the country's most famous tourist attraction."
For centuries Hangzhou has had a reputation as a beauty spot and a cultural Mecca. Mao
Zedong frequently stayed in an opulent home and garden complex on the edge of Hangzhou's
famous West Lake, making the city one of his favorite retreats. He even met Nixon there during the
1972 meetings that led to the Shanghai Communique-which was verbally agreed to, so I hear, at
the Lou Wai Lou, one of the premiere restaurants of this city. When Mark Salzman's memoir Iron
and Silk about his two years of teaching English and studying martial arts in China was made into a
movie in 1990, they changed the location from Changsha to Hangzhou. The setting of West Lake
and its necklace of dramatic hills had everything to do with the decision. Local guides all repeat the
old saying: "Up in the sky there is paradise, down on the land there are Suzhou and Hangzhou."
Paradise it is not, but it is a good location to do some serious China watching, where you can
feel the tempo of urban life, sense the mood of the citizens, and feel the strong pulse of economic
and social development in China today.
Readers of The Cresset may know of Hangzhou, and if they do not it is high time they heard
more about it because Valparaiso University has been sending students there to study and bringing
university faculty from that city to their Indiana campus since 1990. In 1994 Valparaiso, along with
about a dozen other institutions, formed the Lutheran Colleges China Consortium to widen the
base of participation and support for the Hangzhou Study Abroad Program. Valparaiso has also
sponsored quite a few trans-Pacific exchanges of academic and business guests, as well as several
faculty development tours, open not only to Valparaiso people, but also to faculty from the LCCC.
I was on the most recent of these trips from May 22- June 6, 2000, and I traveled with a group of
thirty-two persons representing six schools.
For most of the group, this was the first trip to China. We saw many of the obligatory sights:
Beijing and the Forbidden City, Xi' an and the Terra Cotta Warriors, Chongqing and the Yangzi
River gorges, Huangshan (the Yellow Mountains, a famous scenic attraction). But even though this
was my fifth trip to China since I first went there in 1993, I looked forward most to our four days in
Hangzhou.
Hangzhou is exciting. That is one reason I keep returning there. And I know I am not alone in
my feelings. I served as resident director of the Hangzhou Study Abroad Program (HSAP) for the
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fall semester of 1998, and of the twelve students in my group, six returned there, most of them to
teach English for a few weeks in the summer, though one spent the next academic year there.
On a first visit, everything seems exotic, and we snap pictures of almost anything, from street
signs to squat toilets. Even the traffic is exciting-all those bicyclists somehow staying alive amidst
all those tiny taxicabs and juggernaut buses. For the first weeks, crossing the street is an existential
trial. You have to nerve yourself with the belief that no matter how intimidating the solid wall of
moving vehicles may seem, the drivers never willfully harm a pedestrian.
Food is another source of amazement and sometimes anxiety. Tour groups can quickly experience banquet fatigue. Never have so many dishes and so much food found its way to such tiny
plates. We even applaud some of the dishes-the little steamed dumplings in the shape of swans or
perfect little bunnies with sesame seed eyes. We are attracted and repelled by the idea of "stinky
tofu" (chou dofu)-named for its overwhelming aroma. One of my traveling companions later circulated the following description, courtesy the Internet:
When the brine medium comprised of several vegetables, tofu, and shrimp becomes stinky,
tofu squares are dipped in it for a few hours before being deep-fried or steamed. This produces special odors and a sponge-like structure inside the tofu through the action of
microorganisms. Traditionally the stinky brine is produced from natural fermentation,
which takes more than six months. Moreover, it is easy for the tofu to be contaminated
with pathogens and maggots during open fermentation.
If you are ready for that, you may be interested in trying rice wine bottled with whole snakes (which
I suppose may be a traditional virility-booster).
All of the groups I have traveled with were in one way or another linked to some academic
purpose, and so everyone had done some preparatory reading and study about what to expect. But
no matter how much homework they had done, nothing prepared them for the reality of China in
reform. For some bumping up towards retirement age, images of starving peasants struggling for
bare survival in PearlS. Buck's The Good Earth still lingered somewhere. For my students in 1998,
even though they were born after the death of Mao Zedong in 197 6 and at the start of Era of Reform
undertaken by Deng Xiaoping, all the prosperity was still too much.
Where are the communists? Sure, there is still the big portrait of Mao on Tiananmen. But as
you drive into the city from the international airport in Beijing, the billboards all seem to tout IBM
or Nokia or some other multinational corporation, each with its Internet address under the floodlights. As you hit the edge of the city, you see brand new gated communities of condos that look like
they should be in Los Angeles. And not only in the capital. The outskirts of Hangzhou have sprouted
new office parks, factories, a distribution center for Volkswagen. And instead of the mud huts for
peasants, there are miles of multi-story homes, built by the prosperous truck farmers, garishly ornamented with pink or blue tiled roofs, complete with gilt spires and baubles that look straight out of
Disneyland.
For an essay on "what surprised you the most about China?" early in our HSAP semester in
1998, one student wrote that she had expected to see long lines of people in blue, gray, and green
Mao suits lining up with their ration coupons to buy food. Instead in Hangzhou she was recruited
to model for a slick fashion brochure, where she posed in leather miniskirts and fur-trimmed jackets.
She was paid in cash (the way she was recruited wasn't strictly legal) and pretty rudely treated, but
she quickly replaced her mental image of a drab, socialist China with something decidedly more
opportunistic and very downtown.
Several of my students wrote about the sight of a beggar whom they had observed on a busy
Beijing street during our trip to that city early in our stay. The beggar was lying face against the
ground and motionless, with a bowl for handouts, but without any solicitation. Amidst all this
bustle and obvious prosperity, how can such hopeless cases be tolerated? Where was the old socialist
fervor for raising up the poorest of the poor? The locals seemed to be listening to a different
drummer than in the heyday of the Red Guards; these drums beat to the words of Deng Xiaoping,
who said "To get rich is glorious."
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Where was communism when you needed it?
In the sixties Chinese peasants could be branded "capitalist roaders" and be arrested simply
for trying to sell homemade stools to supplement their income. Farming was collectivized, and individual initiative, including planting private gardens for sale at market, was outlawed. Of course all
that sort of thing was long gone by the time of my first trip to China in 1993.
China's rate of economic expansion has placed it among the top ten fastest-growing economies
in the world over the period 1978-95, with an estimated annual rate of from 6-8 percent (World
Bank 2-3). Even during the seven-year span of my visits to Hangzhou, there have been apparent
changes in the volume of goods and the way they are marketed and produced. Supermarkets are
replacing market stalls and small shops, banks display investment market data on lighted boards to
passersby, business moguls drive their own domestic Buicks or imported BMW'S. No longer are foreigners restricted to the use of a separate currency nor are they charged special, jacked-up prices for
train and air tickets. You don't need to go to the Friendship Store to get common imported goodsyou can buy most anything somewhere in non-government stores.
The immediate neighborhood where my wife and I lived in Hangzhou back in fall1998, a few
minutes from the main gate of Hangzhou University, represents in microcosm four stages in the
development of the "second revolution" that Nicholas Kristoff punningly called the "Market
Leninism" of the new China.
As resident director of the HSAP, I was given an apartment in the old Foreign Experts Building.
The four-story, graceless concrete building we lived in is typical of the early years post-1949. Its
unpainted, gray drabness, its lack of imaginative design or ornament embodies the Soviet influence
of that era, and it is Marxist-Leninist right down to its perpetually leaking toilets and surrounding
ten foot wall topped with dirty shards of embedded glass. The gatekeepers seemed to do a better job
of keeping us in than in keeping undesirables out, since they generally locked the gates and went to
bed around 9:00 p.m. Just how they understood their function was never clear to me. A previous
tenant, Rosemary Mahoney, wrote in a published memoir that "Their main purpose... was to keep
track of who came and went here, to know what visitors were in what rooms and how often, and in
some cases to decide who had the right to enter the building and who hadn't" (35).
Awakened by your repeated rapping at their side door, say around 10:00 p.m., the old gatekeeper shuffles to let you in, clad only in baggy gray briefs. Wordless and grim-faced, he still looks
like a minion of Big Brother. But ten years after Ms. Mahoney lived there it didn't seem to me that
the University officials or the police or anyone else was seriously trying to monitor the comings and
goings of foreigners or their Chinese visitors.
The gray building with its walls and watchmen seems to me an anachronism. There are still
gatekeepers at most apartment complexes, but they do what security guards do in the USA. All over
town hundreds of buildings just like the Foreign Experts complex are being knocked down by men
from the countryside. The Chinese character chai (demolish) appears in red paint on rows of antique
town houses, with black tiled roofs and vertical wooden siding on the front facade. In their place,
the national bird-the building crane-is raising up office towers, hotels, and hypermarkets.
The Foreign Experts' compound wall backs up to Xixi Lu, a street that in 1998 was no wider
than a Decorah, Iowa, alley and not nearly so clean. This street symbolizes the rush to riches of the
post-1978 Era of Reform. Xixi Lu was one of the first places in Hangzhou where, following the
long-standing ban on any sort of capitalist activity, people were allowed to set up stalls and start
trying to make a buck. The historic entrepreneurial section was a half-mile long, a joyously seedy
double row of mostly tiny shops-many only about nine feet wide and six feet deep-selling cheap
clothes, hats, socks, shoes, food, cosmetics, luggage, posters of Westerners making love-you name
it. In open spaces between more substantial stalls, Mom and Pop hawked plastic pails and toilet
brushes or a truckload of bananas, while baby in slit breeches peed happily on the pavement just
inches from the wheels of pedicabs, fleets of bikes, honking taxicabs, and ambling pedestrians that
tangled into gridlock seventeen times per day.
I spent more time walking that little street than any other in China-I had to traverse it one
way or the other to get anywhere at all. I once yelled at a blase cabby as he calmly backed up into a
woman, knocking her down in the process. As we walked home on the night of the autumn lunar

festival, a pedicab careened out of the dark behind me and ran over my foot. I had my haircuts
there, bought fruit, shoe polish, cleaning supplies, and souvenirs there. On my first walk up the
lane, I looked down beside my feet into the eyes of a man with no limbs, just a torso on a tiny,
wheeled platform that was pulled along by a companion. Not that beggars were everywhere-!
would probably not remember this one if there had been many. In retrospect, I believe that the
neighborhood shooed beggars away, just as we find ways to clear the panhandlers out of the shopping mail.
Though thousands thronged it daily in search of bargains, several of my Chinese acquaintances looked askance at Xixi Lu and warned us about buying things there. One said you might buy
a clip to hold loose papers or a plastic dishpan there-but anything more important, like clothing, is
too cheaply made, and you'd best go to one of the department stores or someplace near the gleaming
high rise buildings of the city center. They are not interested in spending valuable time haggling to
save a few measly yuan. Quality costs and they are willing to pay the price, especially for brandname goods with a stylish feel-as advertised on Tv.
A five-minute stroll from where Xixi Lu intersects with Hangda Lu (Hangzhou University
Street) brings you to the World Trade Center-a gleaming new building complex opened in spring
1998. This is the sort of site the native Chinese want to show foreigners, who, if they are like me,
would rather skip it and see the Temple of the Soul's Retreat or any number of ancient and traditional sites that have so far survived the arson of the Cultural Revolution and the wrecking hammers of the market economy.
One windy day in September, the concourse in front of the Center was decorated with an
immense inflated yellow arch that framed a billboard adorned with a smiling Deng Xiaoping, waving
his hand above a field of flowers, with balloons bravely bobbing overhead. One of his sayings floated
across the graphic: "Development is the only truth." Here was a picture worth waiting for, I thought,
but by the time I returned with my camera the giant archway had blown down.
On my return visit in June 2000 I rented a bike at my hotel in the tourist zone by West Lake
and pedaled up to my old neighborhood. Although the raucous shops of Xixi Lu were an historic,
literal embodiment of the once-reviled "capitalist road," almost all of them have been cleared away.
The front wall of the Experts Building was now exposed and had been freshly painted white; the
street was wide, bare, and almost empty. The urban renewers prefer wider streets for more cars,
without the tiny shops, but not everyone is happy. A teacher who lived in the neighborhood told me
that the shops that still remained along a stretch of Xixi Lu were there because retired army officers
lived in the vicinity and had enough clout to keep part of the old neighborhood intact.
Up on Hangda Lu, the several city blocks from the gates of what was now called Zhejiang University down to the towering World Trade Center was now a vast rubblefield. It was Sunday
morning, but there was a team of workers whacking away at the concrete supports of one the few
remaining structures. In the distance across the wasteland acreage, the new sports arena loomed, big
as any major American stadium. Back up towards the University, on the corner of the restaurant
where I once insisted on cold beer and argued that drinking it cold did not ruin your health, there
was now a tiny green space, complete with a little artificial mountain.
That was the corner where we regularly passed minority Uighur men, Muslims from faraway
Xinjiang Province, who stood on the sidewalk selling lamb kebabs freshly grilled on portable charcoal burners. One of my students developed a passion for this food and once ate thirty-six sticks of
these spicy morsels at a go. Late one night after visiting the clubs along West Lake, several of my students came home to witness a brawl between some of the Uighurs and what they took to be Xixi Lu
locals. Someone was swinging a heavy chain and padlock as a weapon; scattered charcoal smoked in
the street. The cops cruised past but didn't interfere.
What did this mean? It's hard to say. It might have been a little turf war between street vendors for choice frontage. Or it might have been an instance where Han (the dominant Chinese ethnicity) vented their resentment for minorities. Or it may have shown local citydweller resentment of
the incursion of rural migrants, the "floating population." Possibly it showed a blend of the above.
The fellows swinging flexible sledgehammers at the concrete walls on Hangda Lu or those we
saw living in tents next to the sidewalks they are tearing up and replacing around the clock are no
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doubt migrant workers. A construction engineer in on my recent tour marveled at the lack of safety
precautions on building sites. You can see steel girders going up with the help of heavy cranes, but
hardly any of the workers have hardhats. Some are barefoot, and welders often don't wear masks.
And it's not just the men who come to the city looking for work. The countryside supplies many of
the women factory workers, nannies, waitresses, prostitutes, and the attractive young women who
smile and open doors at the hotels.
An Australian anthropologist interviewed many such migrants in Hangzhou in 1995 and found
that the major reasons they gave for coming to the city were first, to escape the relatively backward
and impoverished economic conditions of their hometowns and villages. Many women said they
also came to escape the more constricting social conditions of some of the remote locations-the
traditional patriarchal family structure, the brutal work and tedium of rural labor and life. She also
interviewed Hangzhou residents, and learned that they tended to resent and distrust the migrants. A
pedicab driver told her, "They lie around in the street, things all in a mess, all dirty. It looks bad,
leaves a bad impression" Uacka, "Working Sisters" 43; video clips of selected interviews are available on-line).
The dynamic of rural to urban migration and the resultant floating population of some 80 to
100 million (using 1996 estimates) is an index of fundamental economic changes. Between 1978
and 1995 the share of the Chinese labor force engaged in agriculture dropped from 70 to 50 percent. This is a very rapid shift; the same percentage change in the United States, for example, took
place over the 50 years from 1820 to 1870 (World Bank 6). Here in the US we may still be able to
feel something of how difficult the transition can be as there are some parallels in the place of these
migrant workers to the place of non-citizen workers in the United States. Workers who cross the
border illegally from Mexico, for example, are often looked down upon and exploited with little
recourse to law since they have no official status. Similarly, the Chinese migrants usually cannot
obtain residence permits required to set up residence away from their official rural homes. And they
need these permits to be eligible for many of the better paying jobs and basic services, such as education for their children.
Reports from China frequently discuss the problems posed by the floating population, but
they hardly ever represent the perspectives of the migrants themselves in their own words. The
anthropologist in Hangzhou, however, was especially interested in recording what women migrants
in particular had to say. They not only voiced resentment at the way they had been treated in the
city, but they "answered back," detailing how unfairly they were treated, how unjustly they were
stigmatized with being immoral, stupid, and lazy country bumpkins who clutter up the sidewalks
like so much trash. And though most were just toddlers when Mao Zedong died in 1976 and were
not schooled in the Maoist rhetoric of inveighing against the oppressive bourgeoisie, they seemed
curiously to echo the language of "speaking bitterness" sessions from the earlier years under communism. In the decades of the civil war and through the fifties and sixties, Party cadres taught rural
peasants to understand their hardships as the results of exploitation and class privilege. Now, ironically, these transients from the countryside use a similar rhetoric to protest a ruraVurban divide that
was "actually reinforced and cemented in place under Mao, through the household registration
system" Uacka 60-61). They invoke the egalitarian principles of communism against what certainly
looks like exploitation by capitalist bosses and a state-organized system that has stacked the deck
against them.
Whether the anthropologist has tapped currents of feeling that demonstrate that "socialism
with Chinese characteristics" is really "capitalism with a socialist label under one-party rule" is
more than I can say. But the reality of the floating population in Hangzhou and elsewhere in China
undoubtedly reveals the widening gap between urban prosperity and rural stagnation, haves and
have-nots, prosperous zones and regions of residual poverty.
The Communist Party is still in evidence, of course. Indeed our June 2000 group's local guide
to the Yellow Mountains was a Party cadre. The tour guide job was just moonlighting for extra
income; normally he directed a small provincial government department. A cadre on the make?
When he learned that a couple in our group were both lawyers, he bemoaned how much more
money the lawyer who lived next door made than he did-every month some new appliance. He

accepted a pretty hefty tip, and we all laughed together that next time we came to China, he would
be the local mayor and could really set us up.
Hangzhou is an old city. When it was the largest city in the world, Shanghai was nothing more
than a fishing village. It has been the official capital of the emperors and the favorite retreat of Mao
Zedong. It is well known for its famous painters, poets, and scholars in ancient times and in our
own. It has long been the site of significant East/West encounters.
On my last day there, after riding my bike through my old neighborhood, there was one more
place I especially wanted to visit. I had read a book on the way over: The Forgotten Christians of
Hangzhou. It wasn't about the Christians who were there today-1 was scheduled to lead a part of
our group to Protestant worship services at the thriving Sichen Church by mid-morning. I was
looking for a Catholic church that my book said was built by the Jesuits from 1659-63. There was a
picture of it taken in 1990, showing a baroque stone facade modeled on a sixteenth-century Roman
church. I had never seen it and could hardly believe it was there, right in the heart of the newest
downtown retail district. I thought I knew that area well-it was where I rented a safe deposit box,
close to the new McDonalds and two of the biggest and fanciest department stores.
I wanted to see it because it was an object of considerable historical interest. A 350-year-old
building is not ancient in China. But as Hangzhou had been so ravaged by fires in its early days, and
as I had read that the city was burned when the Imperial troops recaptured it from the Taiping
Rebels around about 1860, to my knowledge there were not all that many really old structures still
standing. But to me it had a symbolic significance as well, though I was not sure what to conclude
about the import of the symbolism.
Christian missions to China have been all too closely associated with imperialism and cultural
meetings that were hardly desired by both sides in the encounter. But as a student of China, I had
been fascinated by accounts of the feats of scholarship, diplomacy, and cultural integration achieved
by the early Jesuit missionaries like Matteo Ricci and Giuseppe Castiglione. I had visited the ruins
of the Yuanmingyuan (Garden of Perfect Brightness) in Beijing, a structure designed for the emperor
Qianlong by Jesuit architects that managed to harmonize features of European baroque architecture
with Chinese elements. British and French troops burned it down in 1860 to teach "a lesson" in the
Second Opium War, and the Chinese have left it a ruin as a reminder of Western imperialism. But as
it was a successful blend of Western and Chinese design, this possibility of meeting and rapprochement complicates the story of these stones in northwest Beijing.
I wanted to stand before the Jesuit-designed church in Hangzhou, if I could find it, and read
what story it might tell. According to my book, "The facade ... presents the image of a European
Baroque church with a slightly Chinese cast" (Mungello 31). This seemed an excellent site at which
to ponder how China and the West might meet without one side or the other blowing up the buildings later.
The previous night, I was restless after a day of several University tours and two banquets, and
at 10:00 p.m. decided to see if I could find this Church of the Immaculate Conception. I didn't have
my book with me, but I had a pretty clear idea of just where it should be. Though it was fairly late,
there were plenty of other pedestrians about, and the main shopping streets were brightly lit. Failing
to find it on the main streets, I ventured into several of the dark alleyways behind the major streets.
I passed a gang of migrant workers salvaging bricks from a demolition site as I tried to walk down
every possible road and alley where the church could be, but to no avail.
The next morning, after visiting Xixi Lu, armed with the book and its map, an address, and a
picture, I turned my bike toward towards 415 North Zhongshan Road. I had high hopes that if the
church were still there I would find it. I found the closest street number and pulled up. No church.
I picked out an older woman in a shop and showed her the picture in my book. "Recognize this
place?"
She pointed down the street. After showing the picture to a few more people and riding two
more blocks, I found an open steel gate in a high wall. I had walked past this spot twice the previous
night when the gates were closed. Inside, unmistakably, there was the church, set back about 100
feet from the road inside a courtyard of flanking buildings, painted a light blue, with architectural
ornaments highlighted in white. Mass was in session and the church was full. Some women ushers
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approached me, welcoming me in. Inside, a woman who spoke English invited me to join the service and stay to speak with the Chinese priests. I thanked her, and apologized that I had an engagement to meet. Inside the "typically Jesuit barrel-vaulted nave with lower side aisles," the congregants were singing to the tune of "Shalom Chaverim" as they passed the peace, Chinese style,
pressing their hands together in front of their chests, smiling, and bowing to each other. I regretted
that I had to leave so suddenly.
The old city of the Song emperors was constantly plagued by ravaging fires, and in 1692, a fire
did destroy most of the church. But the Jesuits saved a part of the structure and rebuilt it over the
next seven years. It survived the hostility of many neighbors who were suspicious and fearful of a
religion symbolized by the cross-a means of execution. Though a few of the emperors, notably
Kangxi, were cordial to the Jesuits, there was often local opposition. The next emperor, however,
expelled all missionaries from Zhejiang Province (which includes Hangzhou). In 1730 the Catholic
community there had to go underground and the church was converted to a temple to the goddess
of sailors and the Celestial Empress. Catholic missionaries did not return to Hangzhou until1839
and the church was not restored as a place of Christian worship until1862 (Mungello 173). Perhaps
its most dangerous period was ahead of it in the twentieth century, particularly when it survived the
suppression of religion after the Communist victory in 1949 and the attacks on foreign influence
and religion in general during the Cultural Revolution of the sixties.
A Jesuit from Holy Cross University who visited China and Hangzhou in 1975 made no mention of the church. Writing in a special issue of a journal devoted to China that year the editor said:
"[It] was apparent to me that all religion, especially institutional religion whether Western or
Eastern, foreign or native, had all but completely vanished from Chinese life and thought. There is
no evidence of any religious underground movement.... "(Casey 6). Though many reports between
that time and today have concluded that Christianity was virtually wiped out by decades of Communist rule, the very existence of the church building, not to mention its evident health, with many
weekly masses and activities, tells another story.
Some observers argue that Communist rule has been good for Christianity in China. Churches
may not be controlled or supported from abroad-the Chinese themselves must organize them and
sustain them. And official hostility may have weeded and paradoxically invigorated ranks of the
believers. In any case, the official number of baptized Christians has increased from approximately
1 million in 1949 to 10 to 15 million in 1997 (Morgan 34). The fastest growing churches, however,
are said to be the unregistered churches, also known as "house churches," and their followers were
estimated at 20 million (Morgan 30).
I don't want to make a case that there is complete religious freedom in China, though there is
considerable toleration of religious practices. The Protestant church I attended in Hangzhou is
hedged around with restrictions. Chinese nationals, for example, are not allowed to worship at the
separate service for foreigners, and there are probably places with many more restrictions than
Hangzhou. This is not a free society by American standards. And I don't want to imply that painful
conflicts of the past have been overcome or that China is an open society, making steady and observable progress toward democracy.
The general acceptance of Americans (and other foreigners) on the streets of China these days
and the generally cordial and positive state of affairs between the governments of the US and PRC
respectively rest on fault lines that can suddenly slip with disturbing consequences. The May 1999
American bombing of the Chinese embassy in the Kosovo air war shows how quickly all the good
feelings and relations with China can erode. On the days following that event in Hangzhou, thousands of students mobbed the foreign students' dormitory after they heard a rumor that one of them
had damaged one of their posters, which condemned the U.S. for murder and aggression and carried slogans such as "Clinton is Hitler" and "Kill Americans." Tempers flared, rooms were ransacked. Old China hands in the Experts Building on Xixi Lu laid low for days, and young American
teachers couldn't understand what had made their normally open and friendly students so suddenly
hostile and sullen.
I had a wonderful time on my recent trip to China and Hangzhou-but I was essentially a
tourist, and as the trip had been very well planned, there were very few irritations or unpleasant
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scenes. When I actually lived and worked in the city in Hangzhou, I didn't stay in good hotels with
the tourist industry to keep me happy. We had our share of "bad China days" (as my students put
it)-days when the new bicycle falls apart one block from the store, when you are overcharged or
shortchanged; when you are worn down by the noise, the dirt, the crowding, the air pollution, or
when the repairman doesn't come again to fix the (fill in the blank) for the umpteenth day. Or the
day after when it breaks again.
But the image of the blue-painted fa<rade of the old Jesuit church in Hangzhou, full of worshippers, smiling to each other and their Chinese priests, is one I will cherish and which has done a
little something to displace the memory of "bad China days" and worries about the future of that
nation and our relations with it. That church has survived the hostile emperors and local officials of
the Qing dynasty, Mao's Red Guards, and the fires, rebellions, and wars of three-and-a-half centuries. It has already come through so many dangers, toils, and snares that it represents amazing
grace. And hope for the future.
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note

f To see some of author Scholl's pictures from his trip to China, including the sites mentioned here, see The Cresset Web Site http://www.valpo.edu/cresset, and add your own comments.
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SO THAT'S WHY
As winter road crews scatter sand or salt

To supplement a driver's slow reaction,
So when we slide on smooth but slippery ways,
God grants us traction.

Edith E. Cutting
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Unmasking
Mahera Khaleque with Dana Weber

T

mo'e women m opp,essed, the mme they become stwnge,. Thei' strength may be
hidden, but it's there. The Women's Rights movement in the US is an intellectual one, but in
Bangladesh, the movement is more closely related to a desperate struggle to survive powerful abusers
and harmful social norms."
Mahera Khaleque, 29-year-old native of Bangladesh, has made it her passion to understand, explain, and provide awareness of the suffering in Bangladesh. Her subjects are the people in
Bangladesh who have undergone the suffering of the country. A 'new' democracy, Bangladesh won
its freedom from Pakistan in 1971, and though it has had many triumphs, it is still undergoing
struggle. As a painter who came to the US in 1995, Khaleque hopes to bring human strugglespolitical, social, educational, and environmental-to the public eye through her expressive, emotive
art. Like her father, who gave his life fighting for the freedom of Bangladesh from Pakistan, the
artist finds the nations's troubles lodged deeply in her heart. With her father's fierce spirit and her
mother's independence, she has dedicated her life to producing art that brings to light the struggles
of today.
Khaleque has been studying art in the United States since 1995. She first studied in Dhaka
University, Institute of Fine Arts, Bangladesh, achieving a hard-won, pre-BFA, Associates Degree in
1993. But the volatile political situation-resulting in uncertainty of class schedules, shutting down
of the University, harassment and threats addressed to both teachers and students- proved too
great an obstacle to her progress as an artist. After a year of studying for the BFA, Mahera and
fellow students were still not assured of a graduation. She decided to travel to the United States and
study at York College of Pennsylvania where she received her BA in fine arts, and then continued for
her MA at Purdue University, Indiana, which she received in 2000. It was at this point that Khaleque
turned her emphasis to painting.
At first, she was uncertain about subject matter. But in 1999, she was encouraged by a
painting professor to think more about the events and issues that would relate her life and experience to her paintings. "The professor asked me to start making a bridge between my technical skills
and my experiences and emotions. So then I began to think about and search for what would make
that possible. Shortly thereafter, I realized that Bangladesh and its present condition was the answer
to my search, thanks to my professor who happened to mention an article on 'acid attacks' from the
New York Times that year."
When asked why she was first drawn to create the Acid Attack and Pollution series, the
artist reflected on her initial blindness toward these instances of violence. "In Bangladesh I scarcely
thought of them because living in the center of a situation can make you blind, and, in our case,
maybe very thick-skinned to what was going on. But now my paintings reflect what is happening in
the world around me, as well as my feelings about it and my understanding of the complexities."
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Acid attacks on women have escalated in contemporary Bangladesh. Sulfuric acid-cheap and easily
accessible-has emerged as the weapon of choice for men to use in punishing women for perceived
infractions of rule and custom. Reported reasons for acid attacks include, for example, the refusal
of an offer of a marriage proposal, dowry disputes, contested property rights, or even having given
birth to a baby girl. Khaleque visited one mother who had been covered with acid while holding her
baby daughter. The daughter didn't survive.
How has it come about that such attacks continue, even though they are formally repudiated by most legitimate authority? According to Khaleque, social norms have produced what she
calls a "psychological pollution." Certain beliefs affecting women stem from social interpretations
of the power of the male figure or wage earner over women. Some abuses come from social traditions which have utterly deteriorated. For example, men were supposed to be protectors and
providers. Women were supposed to be subordinate and supportive of them. But the protective
power has often become corrupted into mere brute assertion of control. Women are given little
choice in vocation or lifestyle, regardless of education or ability. Women who break out of that cultural mold many times open themselves to scorn, displeasure, or attack. Furthermore, physical and
mental abuses of women for minor offenses were and are often legally ignored or left unpunished.
Some of the distorted norms came through the misinterpretation of the Muslim religion. In
the outlying regions of Bangladesh, many of the priests were under-educated and would give their
own view of religious practices concerning male/female relationships which were then believed by
other people. This abusive power over women, supported by quasi-religious norms, increased over
the years but long ago wasn't as critical, since most women passively accepted this role. Because no
questions were asked of the people, and people didn't mix with those of different cities to discover
different lifestyles, the slow distortions in roles seemed to be normal.
In trying to understand these painful distortions and their devasting consequences,
Khaleque refers to what she calls a "claustrophobic tolerance." By this phrase, she means that people
tolerate a situation because they feel they have no choice. "It's 'claustrophobic' because it is like
living in a cage. They can't move or can't do anything because they fear that any movement on their
part might make the situation even more uncomfortable or, in the political sense, more dangerous.
I've used the word 'tolerance' because the public-being weak and powerless- has been tolerating
the situation. This feeling of claustrophobia is nearly universal, having an intense global existence as
well as existing in individual lives."
One of the devastating effects of acid attack is the inability of the victim to accuse or to gain
restitution, resulting in a self-enforced silence. Many victims feel they would endanger their family
or another family member if they speak up. Though the Woman and Child Repression Control Act
was passed in Bangladesh in 1995, it is rarely enforced. And often the attacker has influential friends
in business or the government, and will get off with a minor penalty-if that. The victim is affected
for life. But the painter seeks to provide a voice for the silenced victims. "We should always have a
voice to point out the evil practice that needs to be stopped," emphasizes Khaleque. Her paintings
provide this eloquent voice in numerous ways. "Symbols such as masks and raised hands become
signs for me. They carry the message of those who are silenced, those who want the violence to
stop, and those who want the silence and the violence to continue. Women in masks symbolize the
social barricade of the acid attack survivors, women who cannot themselves denounce the powerful, protected attackers and the society which ignores their actions. Attackers and the authorities
of the corrupt system can hide their faces and pass among others by using the 'mask of hypocrisy.'
So my use of masks becomes a metaphor for the way events, issues, and people all hide-for a
variety of reasons.
"As long as I show only the surface political, educational, environmental and, to some
degree social, disturbances, my work is not going to be controversial. However, work which is
against deeply rooted social, cultural, or religious norms disturbs people readily, even if the norms
are harmful for everyone. People become very sensitive about the norms and prefer to forget what
they sometimes result in. My paintings prevent people from forgetting these results."
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Could the awareness of this issue be more powerfully put across in written rather than in
visual form? Khaleque believes that visual images can sometimes have more power than written
material. ''And I have chosen the non-representational/conceptual style because I don't want to literally report on the attack. A journalist can do that. I want to explore the issues from all perspectives, from the large issues of political involvement, corrupted systems, social barriers for woman,
to the specifics of the excruciatingly painful and expensive skin grafting processes, and the dark and
isolated lives of the victims. These women's lives are changed and diminished forever; even if they
can think of a career, they can never think of a wedding."
"What happens to these lives? The whole issue is related to huge distortions-for the
attackers and their protectors it is psychological distortion. But for the victims it is literal, physical
distortion. That's why my painting surfaces are crisscrossed by stitches of modeling paste. My paintings make a comparison of the skin grafting process used to help victims with the traditional practice of sewing, the 'nakshi Kantha' of Bangladesh [an embroidered quilt which tells stories.] The difference is that the quilting is a form of art that tells stories of happy villagers, and a grafted body
hides pains and scars. I use numbers of panels to re-tell the number of assaults and survivals. Fragmentation also reminds me of the fragility of human life."
Khaleque's works are inspired by her belief in equality. She believes that fundamental
human rights must prevail over certain harmful social, political, religious and cultural practices.
The right to freedom of speech, especially allowing women to state productive and creative ideas
and opinions, is critical. She opposes those traditional ideas which do not encourage improvement in human lives.
"Through the whole process of creating art, my convictions and emotions find expression.
Therefore, the theme of the work itself as well as the application of paints, the rugged textures,
heavily disturbed surfaces-all these conscious aesthetic choices-become a catharsis for my emotions."
Khaleque hopes to work and rework, show and reshow the issues until they become personal to the viewer. "I am not going to stick to one issue, but use my ideas to go to the roots until I
find the reasons for their occurrence." She wants others to view the world in a new way. "I want
people to think differently," she says. "Freedom changes your vision."

f

WINTER ON MEADOW POND
After the sun slips
over the lip of the prairie
drawing the long grasses'
shadow
over the frozen pond
people return
to their houses
leaving their breath
in the dark trees
and the rabbit
sitting in the middle
of the pond like a white rose.

J. T. Ledbetter

what time is it?

Carolyn S. Leeb

Lord, you have been our dwelling place in all generations.
the mountains were brought forth, or ever you had formed the
earth and the world, from everlasting to everlasting you are God.
You turn us back to dust, and say, 'Turn back, you mortals. "
a thousand years in your sight are like yesterday when it is past,
or like a watch in the night.
Turn, 0 Lord! How long? Have compassion on your servants!
Let the favor of the Lord our God be upon us., and prosper for us
the work of our hands- 0 prosper the work of our hands!
Psalm 90: 1-4, 13, 17 (NRSV)

Whether at Naishupur or Babylon,
Whether the cup with sweet or bitter run,
The wine of life keeps oozing drop by drop
The leaves of life keep falling one by one.

These words, which Edward Fitzgerald translated from the Rubaiyyat of Omar Khayyam,
remind us of how mysterious, and how inexorable, is this thing called time. When I move through
the dimensions of space, I have some choices: to walk or not to walk, and in my walking, I decide
which direction to go and how quickly. Oh, I am given limits, no doubt about it. I cannot go much
lower than the ground on which I'm standing, and in the grand scale of the universe, the furthest
reach of our intergalactic exploration doesn't take us up very far. I'm not able to move very quickly,
either, compared even with other mammals, let alone the speed of sound or light. But still, I feel I
have some agency, some choice, some control.
Not so with time, that least understood of the dimensions with which we human beings have
to do on a regular basis. Time passes; time passes whether I like it or not, whether I'm ready or not.
Time passes under the control of someone or something else. I am denied even the small control
that I have over my movements through space. It is as if I have been set in motion across a vast
ocean of time, moving, always moving through it, without the option of stopping, of remaining at
one place within time's sea.
Or perhaps it is I who am standing still, standing still in a stream of time which rushes past me,
as I fight to maintain my equilibrium in the current, against forces that I cannot see and do not
understand. Perhaps the stream of time rushes past me until the end, when I no longer stand against
the current but am picked up and carried with the rushing tide, ever afterward part of time itself.
I know full well that my life is formed from all the decisions I've made as the stream of time
has flowed past me: the goals I've strived for, the causes I've championed, the accomplishments I've
achieved. But my life is formed just as much from the things I've opted out of, the things I never
bothered to finish, the things I didn't value enough to turn my attention to. Passivity is a choice.
Time passes, maybe passes us by. Some chances flow on past us on the current, never to be in our
reach again.
The Psalmist understands the relentlessness of time, understands how far beyond our mortal
capacity to understand, much less to control, is time. And the Psalmist reminds us of the one certainty we can have about time: time is God's, all of it. What we cannot comprehend is comprehended by God. That whole great ocean of time through which I move, that swift current of time
which washes over me, is laid out at God's feet, clear to God's view, subject to God's control. The
Psalmist says: "Before the mountains were brought forth, or ever you had formed the earth and the
world, from everlasting to everlasting you are God."
We mark off time in various ways, with seasons of the year and seasons of our lives. Yesterday,
I awoke to the snow on the ground and felt cheated, somehow. The rude chill of winter was not
supposed to come just yet. In a household with two four-year-olds the cold wet weather and early
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sunsets mean the end of sending the kids out to play after supper, the end of them being able to dash
out the door wearing only their play clothes. It means wet mittens in the hall and muddy boot prints
across the carpet. Yet I know that I cannot hang on to the last vestiges of summer forever, that the
grand design includes pumpkins and icicles, lilacs and tulips, each in their turn.
As communities of faith we have seasons too. Some times are set aside as special times, holy
times. Our Jewish brothers and sisters are just finishing their High Holy days, a celebration which
began with the blowing of the ram's horn shofar to welcome the New Year and which will end today
at sunset with the close of Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement. Our Christian year, too, approaches
a new beginning, as the change of seasons will bring us, at the end of next month, to the season of
Advent. The church's year will begin again at the beginning, with the promise of the Messiah and
his birth. A week after we mark the birth of Jesus, we will celebrate the beginning of a New Year in
our secular reckoning of time. And time will continue tumbling past us, marked by these waystations in our various communities, both religious and national, but not one of us knows exactly
where the next ending and the next beginning will find us.
Sometimes time seems to pass too slowly: when we are waiting, when we are frightened, when
we are in pain, or even when we are merely bored. Sixth period, my junior year in high school, with
Mr. Hynes for English literature: they tell me it was only an hour each day, but it was an eternity.
The last three months of a pregnancy, the summer when your boyfriend has gone to his hometown
and you to yours, the hours when your college student should have arrived safely back at campus
but hasn't yet called to let you know-these are times when time stands still, when time stops dead
in its tracks and and sticks out its tongue and mocks us.
Other times, the best of times, flash brightly like a shooting star and then are gone, disappearing into the black night of memory. For most of us, when we are young adults, the sky seems
full of those streaking meteorites. The great sea of time which we will cross seems an endless pool of
possibilities. Time is on our side. Life lies ahead of us. But it does not last forever, the Psalmist
reminds us: Our years come to an end like a sigh, The days of our life are seventy years, or perhaps
eighty, if we are strong; (maybe more, we might add, with the help of modern medicine) and he goes
on: even then their span is only toil and trouble; they are soon gone, and we fly away.
A dreary and pessimistic analysis that is!
A thousand years in God's sight are like yesterday when it is past, says the Psalmist, while we're
only allotted 70 or 80 years. In those 70 or 80 years, we all, I think, want to leave a mark. We want
the world to be somehow changed because we have lived. We want to make a difference. But how
to do it?
Those who are nearing the end of their voyage across the sea of time are prone to look back, to
wish they had held onto this moment or that, to wish they had appreciated some of life's gifts more
fully. The little girl is now a college professor living 2000 miles away, the father we used to argue
with is dying, and we wish we could replay some of those times again.
Those who have only just begun their journey through time strain forward, wishing to achieve
life's milestones, eager to come into the full blossoming of their power and ability.
The Psalmist speaks to all of us. Satisfy us in the morning with your steadfast love, 0 God, so
that we may rejoice and be glad all our days. Help us rejoice not just in the days at the beginning of
our lives or later when our lives seem full and complete, but all our days.
We each have work to do, throughout this journey called life. Whether we are called to a life
set apart or to a life working to make a difference in the midst of the most ordinary circumstances of
life, we each live out our lives in this stream of time, this sea of time which relentlessly moves us forward, ready or not. May we each find our calling, the work God intends us to do, our vocation if
you will, to live out our days in God's presence. Then we can pray with the Psalmist:
Teach us to count our days that we may gain a wise heart.
Let the favor of the Lord our God be upon us,
and prosper for us the work of our hands0 prosper the work of our hands! Amen.
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asian triangle
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Trying to enunciate something of a summary nature about ''Asian film" is akin to finding
some collective point to make about snowflakes.
Snowflakes are wet, cold and fragile and otherwise entirely individual. ''Asian film" has Asian
characters and settings and are otherwise as various as the people who live in that part of the
world. The motion picture industry in India is
the world's most prolific, but much of its
product is said to be formulaic in the tradition
of American television programming; few
Indian films ever get even limited release in the
United States. Japanese film arises from the
masterful legacy of Akira Kurosawa, but he
remained without rival through his long career,
and no countryman has threatened to take his
place since his death in 1998. Moreover, we
should remember that Kurosawa's reverential
treatment in the West was not matched in his
own nation where his adaptations of Shakespeare and transformations of Hollywood Westerns were regarded with suspicion by many
critics. The communist nations of China and
Vietnam, wise to film's power to affect and motivate, and more concerned with politics than art,
tightly control their cinematic artists, the scissors-wielding hand of the censor always hovered
over the script, a literalists's set of blinkers perpetually poised for the lens. In sum, I shy from
generalization about a cinema I have barely sampled emerging from cultures whose histories I
know too poorly. What I can do, however, is
provide commentary on three recent Asian films
fairly widely available at America's video rental
stores. I don't pretend that they are in any way
representative of their nation or region of origin.
I do maintain, however, that they are worth
seeing.
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wriggling off the hook
Shoehl Imamura's The Eel, winner of
1997's Golden Palm at the Cannes Film Festival,
begins with images of schools of Japanese eels
wiggling in the sea while a voiceover informs us
that these creatures swim thousands of miles
from the muddy lagoons of Nippon to spawning
grounds near the equator. The females go first,
and later the males follow to fertilize the eggs.
When the eggs hatch, the adults escort their
young back to Japan, many, inevitably, dying
along the way. This stubborn arduous pull of
family is the central metaphor in The Eel, a picture which is quirky and sometimes narratively
murky, but ultimately winning and admirable.
Based on Akira Yoshimura's novel Sparkles
in the Darkness, The Eel is the story of Takuro
Yamashita (Koji Yakusho), a "salary man," a midlevel corporate executive identified by Sloan
Wilson in the America of the 1950s as "the man
in the gray flannel suit." Takuro has begun
receiving anonymous letters about his wife's
infidelity. Pretending to go off on a fishing trip,
Yamashita sneaks back home to catch his wife in
flagrant sexual congress with her lover, and in a
rage he stabs her to death. Eight years later he
emerges from prison a chastened and emotionally clotted man. Under the mentorship of a
Buddhist priest (Fujio Tsuneta), Yamashita opens
a barber shop on the waterfront in a small
coastal village. He strives for a quiet life and
keeps to himself, communicating only with a pet
eel. Then on a stroll one day, he finds a young
woman, Keiko Hattori (Misa Shimizu), who
appears to have attempted suicide. Yamashita
saves her, and thereafter, she takes employment
as his assistant, dramatically and quickly
increasing business at his shop because of her

effervescent personality.
Eventually, love blooms as we know it
must. The script isn't too steady on why, however. We can see why Yamashita might be
attracted to the beautiful and vivacious Keiko,
but we don't see her attraction to him. He shows
all the warmth of his pet and the entire emotional range of a statue. Elsewhere, the picture
seems to practice quirkiness as if it were a virtue
in its own right. Keiko's mother is a drunk who
flounces about in flamboyant dance as she imagines herself the lead in Carmen. The barber shop
is peopled by a small cadre of flakes, a man who
likes to philosophize about eels, a hot-rodder
with a snazzy red sports car, and a UFO nut who
thinks he can elicit a landing of extraterrestrials
using Yamashita's barber pole as a beacon. Each
of these characters possesses a certain charm, but
with the slight exception of the eel philosopher,
none has anything to do with the story of
Yamashita and Keiko. The twin developments
that produce the picture's climax also prove
problematical. Both the story of Keiko's
extracting a $300,000 investment from her
former lover's company and the appearance of a
former prison inmate to blackmail Yamashita are
integrated into the story far too late.
Still, this movie is one whose whole is
greater than the sum of its parts. We come to like
these characters despite the clumsy way the narrative brings them together. The script offers
smart reflections on such issues as jealousy, selfcontrol, repentance, forgiveness and redemption. And that slippery eel metaphor finally
comes together with the dazzling freshness of
fish breaking water into the bright light of a
sunny morning. In sum, this picture doesn't so
much work as does it endure with the messy
urgency of thriving life.
a sacrifice of youth
Joan Chen, born Chong Chen in Shanghai
in 1961 and educated at the Shanghai Film
Academy, won China's best actress award for her
performance in Xiaohua Zhao's The Little
Flower in 1980 and came to international attention as the doomed empress in Bernardo
Bertolucci's The Last Emperor in 1987. She
became a U.S. citizen in the late 1980s and went
on to star as Josie Packard in David Lynch's TV
series Twin Peaks. Her debut film as a
writer/director is the story of a teenaged girl, far
from home and on her own in the world, who

turns in desperation to a life of prostitution.
Sounds like a contemporary tale about the
wrecked life of an American youth whom fate
has turned to flotsam and tossed ashore on the
mean streets of New York or Los Angeles. But
Xiu Xiu: The Sent Down Girl is not remotely an
American story. It's an account of a different
system's and a different culture's appalling indifference to the well-being of its young.
Historians will no doubt conclude that
Mao Zedong launched China's infamous Cultural Revolution in 1967 to reassert the iron grip
of his own authority. The official purpose, of
course, was to "retrain" the masses in the ways
of the Communist ideals. One pillar of this
almost catastrophic policy, which lasted until
Mao's death in 1976, was the Educated Youth
Program through which Mao and his ideologues
concocted a scheme to "educate" the nation's
urban youth about the struggles of rural life and
thereby eliminate the economic disparities
between citizens in the cities and those still on
the land. To that end, eight million teenagers
were taken from their families and sent "down
to the countryside" to live and work among the
peasants. Or that was the announced plan,
anyway. In fact, many were transported to
remote areas where they were herded into
camps and forced to labor in either isolated factories or on huge industrialized farms. Not surprisingly, revolts within the camps and runaways
were common. But lack of discharge papers
plagued the lives of those who fled, and brutal
hardships tormented those who stayed. Staggering numbers of these youngsters were never
reunited with their families. Chen's film is the
harrowing story of one of Mao's victims.
Based on Yan Geling's novella Tian Yu, Xiu
Xiu: The Sent Down Girl is the story of Wen Xiu
(Lu Lu), the daughter of a garment worker's
family in the bustling Chinese city of Cheng-du.
Exquisitely beautiful, Wen Xiu, nicknamed Xiu
Xiu by her peers, is the beloved oldest child of a
close-knit, caring family. It is widely known that
connections with officials in the vast Communist apparatus can acquire exemptions from
assignment to the Educated Youth Program. But
Xiu Xiu's father is a simple laborer without any
influence in his nation's ruling party. As a result,
along with her best friend Chen Li (Qiao Qian),
Xiu Xiu is bused to a remote barracks on the
western Chinese steppes. Chen Li runs away
within months, but fearful of lifelong complica-

tions over discharge papers, Xiu Xiu labors
without complaint (but with increasing homesickness) for her assigned year. Rather than
being sent home at the end of her assignment,
however, Xiu Xiu is " rewarded" by being sent
to learn how to herd horses in what surely must
be among the country's most isolated regions.
There Xiu Xiu must share a tattered army tent
with a Tibetan horseman named Lao Jin (Lopsang). This second assignment is supposed to last
only an additional six months. But when the
half-year has come and gone, the entire Educated Youth Program bureaucracy seems to have
forgotten about her.
Xiu Xiu is anything but conventionally
entertaining. It's an important and deeply memorable film, however, despite its heartbreaking
tale of casual brutality. It contains majestic passages of painterly beauty as director Chen and
cinematographer Lu Yue capture the vast rolling
emptiness of the Chinese grasslands, the grand
sweep of a meandering river, the silverspecked
inkiness of the night sky and ominous shadows
of gathering thunderheads. In addition, the film
delivers countless windows into Chinese society.
We gather that the Wen family is "middle-class"
in the Chinese context of the early 1970s. Yet
the father makes the family's clothes from scraps
he brings home from work, laboring over an
ancient manual sewing machine powered by a
foot treadle. The Wens have no bathroom in
their apartment. They wash by squatting in a galvanized tub in the living room, rinse by pouring
over their scrubbed bodies water warmed in a
kettle on the stove. But the meager accommodations are luxurious in contrast to what Xiu Xiu
finds in the country. Her mother knows this
from the outset, trades sugar ration coupons to
equip her daughter with toilet paper, and frets
Xiu Xiu won't be able to find the feminine
hygiene products she will need.
The narrative and character development
in the picture are artfully rendered. Lao Jin isn't
at all the man we think he's going to be. And if
we might complain that he ultimately seems a
little too good to be true, this picture needs
somebody to represent the possibilities of
human virtue. Xiu Xiu is a tragic victim, but she
isn't depicted as a saint. She's flighty and a trace
superior, not at all above crowing about the
delights of her roots in the city in situations
where greater sensitivity would cause her to
remain silent. Moreover, her first steps onto the
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slippery slope that leads to her utter debasement
are largely taken at her own initiative, a somewhat vain and immature girl's failure to detect
the devil's glint in a handsome man's eye. It isn't
long, though, before we understand the overwhelming extent to which Xiu Xiu's degradation is a product of her desperation. And the villain is not really that first man, a fast-talking peddler, or any of the subsequent men solely as individuals, for they are all the product of an indecent system that values orthodoxy to an idea far
more than the human lives that are supposed to
conduct themselves in concert with that idea. As
do many films made by Third World filmmakers,
this one too demands that whatever our problems and however ashamed we should be for not
solving them, Americans should first of all count
our boundless blessings.
vietnam healing
The best and most poetic of the three films
under discussion here is Tony Bui's Three Seasons. Bui was born in Vietnam but came to
American as an infant, grew up in the Silicon
Valley and subsequently completed a film degree
at Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles.
Three Seasons so accurately captured life in contemporary Vietnam, however, that Bui's film
was that country's nominee for the 2000 Best
Foreign Language Oscar.
It was Archibald MacLeish who first said
''A poem should not mean/ But be." MacLeish's
point was that the beauty of a poem (and I think
we can extrapolate that to include art works in
general) cannot be reduced to narrow summaries of content and theme. I never resist
MacLeish's wisdom on this matter, but I am routinely impatient with fiction writers and filmmakers whose narratives are diffuse and whose
thematic intentions are vague. Thus, I realize I
am going somewhat against my own instincts in
finding such richness in Three Seasons. I don't
pretend to know entirely what the picture
"means." It contains passages that have not yet
yielded to my understanding. Still, I am utterly
confident in declaring it beautiful.
Set in the Saigon of the late 1990s, Three
Seasons interweaves four stories. A young
peasant woman, KienAn (Ngoc Hiep), is hired
to pick and sell white lotuses for a mysteriously
unseen master, Teacher Dao (Manh Cuong), a
poet who has retired into seclusion. Eventually
we learn that Dao is horribly disfigured with lep-

rosy which has completely destroyed his fingers.
By reading his work, Kien An discovers the
beauty of Dao's soul which stands in such contrast to the horror of his disease. Elsewhere in
the city, Hai (Don Duong), a hard-working
bicycle rickshaw driver falls for Lan (Zoe Bui), a
beautiful young prostitute who plies her trade in
the city's finest hotels. Lan responds immediately to Hai's humble infatuation, but for a long
time she doesn't think of him as a viable
romantic partner. In hopes of raising the $50 he
would need to spend a night with her, Hai enters
a cyclo race offering a cash prize to the winner.
Meanwhile, "Woody" (Nguyen Huu Duoc), a
young boy of seven or eight, sells watches, gum
and cigarette lighters from a valise he has
strapped open and hung around his neck to turn
himself into a walking display case. When he
loses the satchel and searches desperately for it
through the neonlit streets, we realize the
fragility of his grip on existence. Crossing the
action of these other stories is that of James
Hager (Harvey Keitel), an American who served
a tour of duty in Saigon during the Vietnam War.
Hager is back searching for the now grown
daughter he left behind when his unit was
shipped home.
Three Seasons illustrates the astonishing
contrasts found side by side throughout the
Third World. Vietnam won the war, but Western
culture is winning the peace. Skyscrapers poke
toward the clouds and gleam with glass and
marble while not far away people work the rice
paddies in a manner little different from their
ancestors a thousand years in the past. Downtown, rich businessmen from Japan, Hong
Kong, Europe and the United States stride the
streets in tailored suits and check the times of
their appointments on their gleaming Rolex
watches. In their wake, children huddle in doorways, and cyclo drivers sleep in their passenger
carriages for want of financial resources to lease
an apartment. Poverty abides, but the old safety
net of family is decaying like rotted fabric. Kien
An finds her market for fresh cut lotuses eroded
by plastic facsimiles imported from abroad. Like
American children, "Woody" loves to watch
television cartoons, but he has to sneak into an
up-scale electronics store to do it. There is no
TV at home, and anyway, his father-or perhaps
it is his Fagan-esque caretaker- has banished
him for losing his case of wares.

Some of what happens here eludes us.
"Woody" ends up back stage at a movie theater
and accidentally falls through the screen, ripping
it down the middle. We don't know how he got
there or why, and we certainly don't understand
why the audience reacts with raucous laughter
instead of howls of outrage. Near the end, when
Hai and Lan's relationship has progressed in a
way neither one would have predicted, he
scrapes her naked back with a spoon, marking
it, presumably with bruises, in the branching
shape of a tree. We presume this a purification
ritual of some kind, but the film would benefit
had Bui revealed its religious or cultural origins.
Such scenes don't frustrate us, however, in
the way comparable sequences might in another
film. For the rules of this one seem different. Bui
is communicating with us in a different way. At
many points his work seems more that of a
painter than a feature filmmaker. Dotted with a
navy of female workers sitting as if on the water
itself in small flat boats, their heads a mushroom
series of bobbing yellow cones, Bui's shots of
Dao's lotus pond are more alluring than Monet's
famed water lilies. The ochre lanterns which
wink through the mist from the eaves of Dao's
house will recall night seascapes by J.M. W
Turner. And the slightly out of focus image of
red blossoms, falling like God's blessing on Hal
and Lan as they stroll through a park, makes us
think of Renoir.
These instances of narrative elusiveness and
painterly photography don't mean, however,
that Three Seasons is missing emotional impact
or theme. We are moved by the characters' kindness, by KienAn's offer to become the poet's fingers so that he might write once again, by two
desperate children sharing their food rather than
fighting over it, by the selfless and forgiving
nature of Hai's love and by the penitent nature
of Lan's surrender to it. Moreover, whatever we
may fail to understand about this picture, we are
sure of the lesson that emerges from James
Hager's story. We think at first that Kien An
must be the lost daughter he is seeking. Later we
think that his daughter must be Lan. Ultimately
we grasp that in figurative terms, they are both
his daughters. All the young women of Vietnam,
all the young children trying to make the transition from the traditional world to the modern,
all of them belong to the American James Hager.
All of them belong to us.
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Jim Combs
comments on
popular culture and
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regular column in
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and in his fourteen
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He's not playing
around,
evidently.

All of us remember from our high had to convince people that voting made a difschool and college days the annual ritual of ference in their lives when many if not most
school elections for something called "student thought it did not.
government." The candidates were invariably
One thing is certain: the diminishment
"campus leaders." often unbearably earnest but of elections and politicians and government in
always aware that participation in student gov- our minds over the last few decades is quite real.
ernment looked good on a resume. The rest of We expect and see no heroic qualities in the canthe student body were either indifferent or con- didates, and often seem quite content that they
temptuous, and the percentage who voted was are crashing bores or intellectual lightweights.
usually abysmal. For they were aware that stu- Our criteria of choice are often quite frivolous
dent government was an oxymoron, and that the and even random, tending toward the lightness
governing student institution could decide to do of being-pleasantness and friendliness,
anything it wished, as long as the principal or unthreatening and undemanding attributes, ease
university president approved of it. Occasion- of bearing. You would think we were choosing
ally there would be embarrassing send-ups of the the King of the Prom or Miss Congeniality. We
charade, as when a rogue candidate promising no longer get our information-if you can digsomething outrageous-disbanding student gov- nify popular political learning with that termerment if elected was a favorite-would win. from precinct captains or news analysis or even
(High school democracy was recently satirized convention speeches, but rather from talk show
in a wicked little movie called Election.)
babble and stand-up comics. (Recent studies
In some mysterious way, we may found that twice as many Americans watched a
wonder whether this perception of elections and single episode of "Survivor" than any night of
government, learned long ago in school, has not the national political conventions; and that a
crept into the presidential race and our vision of third of all adults get political dope from lategovernment in general. Journalists and satirists night shows such as Letterman and Leno, and if
have not been able to resist the metaphor. Al under thirty, nearly half.) If the Hobbesian elecGore is the prototypical straight-arrow class toral process on "Survivor" was deemed more
president, the guy who sat in the front row with important, or at least more gripping, than the
his hand up, and who insisted that student gov- Madisonian constitutional election, at least we
ernment should do something. George W. Bush know where our priorities and interests are. Our
is the quintessential fraternity boy, wisecracking collective contempt for "Election 2000" is only
and mugging and smirking and never prepared matched by our indifference. Aware of this, the
for the test. If the one seemed charismatically television networks have minimized the covchallenged and the other not the brightest bulb erage they once felt obligatory as a civic duty;
in the land, they both had the daunting task of nowadays, if networks executives could, they
convincing their colleagues on the American would have cancelled "The Electoral Show"
campus that the election was something other long ago for poor ratings.
What is going on here? The dirty little
than a burlesque and democratic government
was not a fraud. Like the school election, they secret is that the American electoral system as
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we have traditionally known it is disappearing.
We are now in the fourth decade of diminishing
voter turnout and meager participation and
widespread apathy and alienation. If the mythos
of the democratic system is grounded in citizen
participation and rational choice at the polls,
then we are on shifting sand indeed. The muchdiscussed "civic disengagement" has become a
political landslide, and election day a non-event
for an non-existent electorate, almost an embarrassing boycott. If the political system were a
corporation, it would by now have declared
bankruptcy. Politicians sustain themselves on
the illusion that they have "support" or a "mandate" or somesuch, but they must know what a
thin reed they cling to. We may well wonder at
the beginning of century twenty-one whether
American democratic politics has now become
an anachronism, something tolerated but suspect, like a doddery old uncle who keeps
pinching the nurses.
This antipolitical attitude occurs at a
time of great economic self-confidence and
cultural vitality, so it may be that we feel we
really don't need politicians and politics. In
such a context, politicians tend to be regarded
as comic figures, beset with more than their
share of hypocracy and ineptitude, and comically attempting to use the levers of power that
we have disconnected. One school of thought
as to why we prefer divided government is that
it prevents them from doing anything. This is
likely why politics now is almost exclusively
symbolic-gestures rather than commitments,
rituals rather than deeds. (The last president
with an ambitious agenda, recall, was Lyndon
Johnson; Clinton's attempt at significant
health care reform nearly destroyed him, so he
settled into symbolic "bridges to the twentyfirst century".) Expect educational reform
from the next president to consist largely of
photogenic visits to scrubbed classrooms and
reading to perplexed third-graders.
So this is what the vaunted politico, the
dreaded and admired wielder of power, has been
reduced to. The humiliations they have to suffer
no doubt dissuades many worthy and ambitious
former student body presidents from entering
politics. Not only do politicians have to put up
with the open contempt or indifference of those
they would lead, but also from those powerful

elites who in fact do exercise power now in
American society. They have to go hat in hand
to economic powers asking for money to finance
campaigns, well aware they are doing little more
than asking for a bribe; surely executives at
Microsoft or Wal-mart or Solomon Smith
Barney see the humbled politician as a lesser
breed, someone who has to sell his soul over and
over in order to gain or retain access to a
pathetic position in Congress or wherever. Deal
with them they must, but economic elites likely
feel a bit soiled by the necessity of paying off the
help. The rich think themselves the real powerbrokers in society, and regard politicians as a
necessary if regrettable adjunct to the maintenance of the status quo.
The rich may be wrong: power may in
fact reside elsewhere, in cultural venues and with
cultural arbiters. Recall this embarrassing scene:
Gore and Bush, scions of elite familes, one the
son of a Senator and the other a President, felt it
necessary to make pilgrimages to Oprah and
Regis and so forth to explain themselves as ordinary and decent and humane and, well, "one of
us. " They not only have to ask the rich for
money, they also have to ask cultural authorities
for approval. Surely the ultimate humiliation
they had to endure was the obligatory pilgrimage to those very late-night talk shows
whose very hosts had taken so much glee in savaging their guests as nincompoops. Now the
politician-guest has to show he is a regular
fellow by taking a turn at self-deprecation, in a
sense ratifying the condescension their hosts had
established through nightly character assassination. Both Gore and Bush, hoping to become the
"leader of the free world," were reduced to
patronizing comedians whose superior status in
the popular culture made the poor politico
humble themselves in front of. When David Letterman could exclaim, with some justification,
that "the road to the White House goes through
me!" it is a wonder the candidates didn't go on
one knee and kiss his ring.
So who's in charge here? It should be no
surprise that politicians now proclaim that the
era of Big Government is over, and advance
schemes to reduce their own power to do things.
They are dancing to the tune set by their economic masters (from Wall Streeters to Silicon
Valley entrepreneurs) who want no interference

in accumulation and innovation, and their cultural masters (from Hollywooders to Interneters) who want no interference in the production of cultural experience. Social energy and
knowledge has simply drifted away from the
corridors of power in Washington, and politicians are now "ornamental" figures who merely
ratify decisions made elsewhere. So it is clear
why they are thought ridiculous: as public ornaments, they are delimited to proclaiming their
own powerlessness, and pride themselves on
being allowed to display their own impotence.
Imperial Washington, once the center of the universe, is now becoming what systems theorists
call a "closed entropic system," the closure of
which is enforced by external powers and
entropy enhanced by the exclusion of any silliness about "the public interest". To be sure, the
administrative apparatus still issues rules and
mails out checks, while the political class devises
new ways to eliminate both the bureaucracy and
itself. Perhaps great empires don't vanish so
much out of corruption and decadence
(although there's plenty of that), but rather out
of irrelevance and "marginalization." The
dynamic forces of the global economy and culture exist now at the center, while Washington
exists at the margin as a necropolis, a theme park
of monuments and museums and marble suitable
for tourists. (The offical capital is being
superceded by New Washington, the motley
array of small businesses and high-tech firms of
people from everywhere; they are diverse and
lively and oddly reminiscent of the Germanic
and Mediterranean traders who camped outside
of Rome during its decline and fall.)
The State, we may recall, is a very old
institution whose historical function may be
passing. The national State emerged out of the
households of early modern princes who eventually created the powers and functions of centralized power-directive and punitive, exploitative, and even therapeutic. But perhaps the State
is now being superceded by newer and more
vital institutions: the directive function by global
or regional organizations (the European Union),
punitive by private security, exploitiative by
international corporations (the World Bank),
and therapeutic by popular culture (the music
industry, the Psychic Friends Network). As the
national State is eclipsed, so is the idea of a
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national public it is supposed to serve: benevolent policies and protections, prosperity and
employment, public health and welfare. If we
expect nothing much from the State, we concomitantly expect little from those who are the
visible heads of it. Why should we venerate, or
even obey, an irrelevance and frivolity, a living
ornament of a dying institution?
Perhaps this development explains why
politicians are such diminished figures. In the
heyday of the American State, Presidents-Roosevelt, Eisenhower, even Johnson and Nixon in
some measure-were regarded as figures of
great power worthy of either admiration or deprecation, but were certainly viewed by all as consequential. Now apparently many of us prefer
them to be inconsequential, only trustworthy to
the extent they display their ineptitude or inadequancies. The incapacity of a President to implement an agenda or garner a project is seen as a
downright boon. And, the inability of Congress
for reform is viewed as a blessing, since the
money that greases the wheels keeps flowing and
any threat to the way we do things is stalemated.
(The Congress may silently prefer it that way: if
in the unlikely event the Left got a ban on all
handguns, it would be widely and openly
ignored; and if perchance the Right got a ban on
all abortions, that would be defied also, in both
cases all-too-embarrassing evidence of their
inability to control their subjects.) So much for
the mythic search for The Good King who will
preside over an American Camelot on the
Potomoc, presiding over a land of virtuous and
wise citizens. The shining American city on a hill
turns out instead to be Las Vegas.
So what's left? Well, I suspect that Presidents and other politicians who astutely understand the new array of power and prestige will
direct their public personae into playing First
Pal. The only sign of benevolence we demand of
government now is that leadership be both
chummy and clubby. Achievement or intellect
are not nearly as important as a qualification for
visible public office as affability. Usually this
means that the male politico must be seen as
"one of the boys", as someone who fits into
male-bonding groups. The Presidential
entourage that travels around like a carnival
troupe on the road resembles nothing as much
as a bunch of guys having fun. Popular culture

analysts have noted for a decade now the trend
toward celebration of adult males acting like
adolescents hanging out. From talk shows (lmus
and Stern, Leno and Conan) to political "discussion" shows (McLaughlin Group) to sit-coms
(Seinfeld), we see recurrent depictions of adults
acting boyish, often quite juvenile-scatalogical
humor, shouting matches, narcissistic selfabsorption. The men-in-groups humor is usually
crude, their demeanor unmannerly, their fear of
intellect and women and seriosity quite frank.
For the one thing that seems to unify all these
public exercises in juvenilia is a fear of adulthood, with all that implies for aging and responsibility and self-control. Perhaps the most important film of the last decade was Big, since it gave
inspiration and credence to the new culture of
middle-aged kids with the money and freedom
to make the world their personal playground.
Politicians can only go along with the ludenic
tide: Gore searched mightily for "earth tone"
clothes that made him part of the palsy casualness of trendy places such as Seattle; and the
New York Times (August 22, 1999) described
Bush as a perpetual adolescent who likes to
entertain people with his impression of Dr. Evil
from Austin Powers. Presidents who once took
on mature and grim tasks like combating depression and fascism and racism now pose as our
friend who is as lighthearted and lightheaded as
the rest of us. If outside the Presidency the significant television show of our time was Seinfeld,
it is well to remember that it was famously selfdescribed as a "show about nothing".

We may wonder how long the political
show about nothing can continue. A country
consisting of, and led by, pathetically averaged
juveniles is not one that will inspire confidence
in a crisis. Some maturity and self-restraint
might be called for if the SUVs run out of gas and
global warming threatens the very biosphere. If
the big bull market tanks, the First Pal may look
pretty inept as he tries to joke and mug his way
through sustained popular agony and the depletion of the 401K's of all those people dreaming
of "early retirement" and decades of playing
around. The rise of threatening and ambitious
new powers-China, for instance-might
require more commitment than high-tech
weaponry, including the revival of the draft. And
political values such as justice and equality and
mercy still resonate in the hearts of all those not
completely immersed in self-adulation. Long
ago, in Love and Death in the American Soul,
Leslie Fiedler wrote of the recurrent American
theme of the "good bad boy" who never grows
up. Then such a cultural theme was a threat:
now it is a promise. It would not be much of an
historical legacy if the United States were
remembered as a country that grew old without
ever growing up. So perhaps women, apparently
capable of more maturity than men, should take
the lead; every time their fifty-something husband does an imitation of Dr. Death or tries to
dress as if he were twenty, they should invoke
the social lesson that we apparently need so
badly: Oh, grow up. f

from The China Poems (1923-1951)
D.S. MARTIN

A HONAN DUSTSTORM
Oanuary 1924) 1
Wind & dust & the harrow-man squinting
with dirt in the creases of his face
unwilling to take the young husband &U Shu-mei
to another windswept village

Dust & wind & the east gate closed
too far through swirling dust
to another dusty gate
severalli 2 away
They decided not to go & are grateful
when dust settles & they hear
that the village is full of bandits

Wind & dust & dust & wind
The young wife prays in Yencheng
The young husband watches from some outstation
The wind blows where it will

1 A year after my grandparents' arrival in China

2 3li=1 mile
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A PASSOVER
(September 1926)
Yencheng, Honan, China

BEGGARSOFSHANGCHENG
Sunday I wheeled to an outstation for service
Tuesday robbers came looking for the foreigner
but I'd returned to our sick daughter

(February 1936)

Southern troops swarm toward us like a plague of frogs
The water has turned to blood

Since the price of rice tripled
& snow's frozen street business

Friday four in the morning

few have three meals a day

darkness was spread over the land An explosion

Instead of giving money to a man

lit up the countryside & wakened us

with ten mouths to feed

followed by something like rifle

I bought coffin boards from him

& cannon fire Believing

retreating forces had blown up the bridge

Each week

we carried the children down to the pantry

we send a gift

Scared servants came in & we prayed

to four church families
& search out work

At daybreak we heard

for three others

local soldiers had challenged Northern troops

sewing gardening carpentering

retreating on a munitions train
Some gave up rifles
but the hard-hearted fired into exploding cars
The station's a wreck dead & wounded scattered about
beggars stealing grain fifteen boxcars burning
A black banner rises like a murder of crows
a pillar of cloud

A dozen little beggars
shuffle past the door every night
but do not knock
Two dozen cold feet
stomp through the slush & snow
on their way to the temple

There they find a place to sleep
on the cold brick floor
& perhaps a little straw

Twice we've taken them
fuel & bread This understanding
keeps them from the door

Walter Wangerin, Jr.
Paul, A Novel.
Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan
Publishing House, 2000.
"The story that he strove to abolish
rose up and overwhelmed him."

''Among those who persecuted
the followers of Jesus was a Pharisee born in Tarsus at the northeastern sweep of the sea, a Jew of
wild intelligence and passionate
legalism. He hated those who
scorned the laws of God.... But
then the story that he strove to
abolish rose up and overwhelmed
him, becoming his only reality. The
man's name was Saul." With a brief
reference to Saul of Tarsus, Walter
Wangerin, Jr. ends the Epilogue to
his Book of God, and now Wangerin
has used his excellent story telling
abilities and his love of truth to
create a novel that will be read and
reread among those who desire to
understand this Saul who was later
to be called the Apostle Paul-the
Apostle of wild intelligence and
passionate love for Jesus.
Wangerin in his latest work,
Paul, A Novel, has combined his
theory that story is the basis of all
theology with his powerful storytelling skills, and created one of his
best works of literature. The story
of Paul is told from many perspectives, and through the mouths of
many familiar New Testament figures, so that the reader soon begins
to understand the conflicts and the
passions of the first century church.
In this novel, Wangerin is concerned with the truth of the story
that he is telling, and as he has
expressed in his earlier work, he
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accepts the storyteller's license to
alter event and character in
recounting a historical incident, for
he understands that the meaning
and the effect of the story take
precedence over a record keeping
sense of history. So in this work he
creatively adds characters or fleshes
out the biblical account of characters, changes events and their order
and chronology in order to enable
the readers to experience the truth
of the story and to feel as well as to
understand the working of God in
their lives.
As the prologue to Paul begins,
the reader is immediately plunged
into the middle of the New Testament events, with Prisca's first
meeting of Paul, and the history
needed to understand earlier events
in the life of the Apostle are not told
in chronological order, but are
introduced when they are necessary
to add to the reader's experience of
the work. And the world to which
the reader is introduced is one of
chaos and confusion. Prisca is
explaining why she and her husband Aquila had been exiled by the
Emperor Claudius. "We are Jews;
isn't that enough to say? Jews, in an
empire whose emperors grow sick
with suspicion, get vomited out. Or
dipped in pitch and raised as
flaming torches for the nighttime
parties of the powerful." But not
only is the Roman Empire in conflict with the Jews, the Jewish
people are fighting among themselves. As Prisca further states in the
Prologue: "The private tensions ran
deep. Some of us believed that the
Messiah had come to earth, that he
had died on a cross and had been

buried but then on the third day
was raised to life again. It was here
that my Father and I parted opinions ... Truth to tell, though, this
difference alone didn't sever my
Father and me ... Over the years
many of our people, devout and
honest had believed in a variety of
Messiahs without tearing the community apart. . . . No, but lately
some Greek-speaking Jews had
come to Rome teaching that salvation through this Messiah was
worldwide. For his death had made
Gentile, just as they are, equal to
Jews ... Soon Jews were fighting in
public on the Sabbath. Jews beating
Jews! How could the authorities
not take notice?"
Thus, Wangerin prepares his
readers for some of the major conflicts to be developed within the
novel: problems with the Roman
Empire; divisions among the Jews
who did not accept Christ as the
Messiah; and divisions among the
Jews who believed in Christ. Law
versus grace; Jewish ways and Gentile customs-all conflicts that in
this masterful story become focused
around the character of Paul. And
since one of the major conflicts is
between James, the Just, and Paul,
Wangerin begins Part One of the
novel from the perspective of
James, whose inner conflict is
revealed immediately m his
response to Stephen: "I begin with
an admission: I did not like
Stephen. Others did. Others
accorded him unqualified honor, I
could not ... .I disapproved because
he was constrained by neither
Moses nor by Aaron ... The Jew
who rejects Judaism in the privacy

of his own soul, although he is an
apostate, is nevertheless a trouble
unto himself alone. His silence
makes him tolerable ... But the Jew
who chooses to preach such rejection, and thereby to urge it upon
others-he has become a public
trouble and an abomination. And
the finer, more forceful his mind
and his speaking, why, the greater
the danger he! Anyone who strives
to divide the People of God 'does
evil in the sight of the Lord your
God, transgressing His covenant."'
Thus, Wangerin establishes the
tension that is to dominate the rest
of the novel. And the novel keeps
returning the focus to James as the
conflict in the church heightens,
and he is forced to acknowledge
Paul. As he states in this section:
"Let me end this particular account
with a second admission: because
of the affliction he [Paul] has
inflicted upon Jerusalem and the
churches down to this dayrequiring of me more negotiation
than the energies of one man can
sustain-! could dearly wish I had
never heard the name. I would have
lived in plain piety without the
knowledge. Yet, though he has
strained the goodness in me, he has
sometimes caused in me the heat
that proves me living."
Wangerin develops his main
themes not only through the Christians of the First Century, but also
through the thoughts and perspectives of Seneca, the tutor of the next
Roman Emperor, Nero, as he
acknowledges and foresees the disintegration and chaos within the
Roman Empire itself. And as the
reader is drawn into the chaos of
the First Century, Wangerin weaves
his story and begins to create a
cosmos out of the chaos. And he
does this by creating memorable
characters who err, grow, develop,
and become mirrors through whom

the reader can see himself and his
own drama with God. Wangerin
creates such detailed descriptions
of the world of these characters,
both their inner and outer world,
that we, the readers, like the child
Wangerin when his father read him
the stories of Hans Christian
Andersen, are "crying, laughing,
tingling . . . and experiencing the
highest truths of our faith as we
read the story... And we discover
these truths in the experiences of
the characters, not in some remote
and intellectual lessons that our
poor brains can scarcely translate
into real life."
And the character of Paul is
powerful-intellectual, energetic,
passionate-touching
deeply
everyone with whom he comes into
contact. And Wangerin presents in
this man all of the conflicts, sins,
emotions, and passions, that each
of us experience as we attempt to
follow our faith. For example, at
the death of Simeon Niger (the one
who carried the cross for Christ),
Paul is portrayed thus: "But Paul
was crying. Unbeautiful. Wretched.
Paul was bawling noisily, publicly,
shamelessly. This was no Paul I had
ever seen before. This was no
imposing figure, no threat to run
from." And Barnabas (from whom
Paul has been estranged) is
regarding Paul with a shocked
bewilderment. "I am grieving,
brother Barnabas," he said, "for the
dying around us, grieving. I am
grieving Eke the faithless! I am
grieving like those who have no
hope!. .. And I need .. .I need .. .I
need you-! Sobbing overcame the
apostle." And as this scene continues with all in the house being
quiet and watching, Paul continues:
"We're running out of time. . .
There isn't time for divisions. We
have to be one. There must be one
mind among us, the mind of Christ.

And the humility of Jesus .... Barnabas, for the sake of the Lord Jesus
Christ, forgive me. Please forgive
me. I lacked humility. I lacked the
incentive of love. I judged you, my
brother. When I had no right." And
as Wangerin describes the scene of
reconciliation between these two
he continues: "It is, perhaps a good
thing that Paul averted his eyes and
could not see the great disaster
about to befall him. With a trumpet
sound. With an enormous bellow,
Barnabas, the mountain threw open
his arms and stumbled forward and
dropped to his knees and embraced
Paul. The smaller man vanished,
but his voice rose up in a sweet and
keening cry. They boomed and
wailed and wept, the two of them
together. They came up for air.
They gave each other moist and
humid kisses. They looked each
other squarely in the faces, and they
burst out laughing. . .Titus was
clapping his hands. He ran over and
began to beat them both on their
back, laughing and praising the
Lord."
Wangerin's characters in this
work perform the function of true
art for they evoke responses from
the readers, and because they are so
intensely portrayed, the readers get
personally involved in their stories.
Wangerin does away with all the
distances that might have alienated
today's reader from the First Century-distance of time, culture, and
distance, and we enter into his characters experiencing their chaos and
conflicts, their hurts and anger,
their love and passions. These characters are on the same faithing
journey as we are, and because Paul
is portrayed so honestly from so
many perspectives, we see the
human beneath the Apostle.
Throughout this work, Wangerin
tells of the tremendous power of
evil, the destructiveness of sin; the -

forgiveness of God and God's final
victory over self-centeredness, sin
and death. And even in the midst of
the destructive chaos of the Roman
Empire, the infighting among the
Jewish people and the Christians,
Wangerin enables the reader to
glimpse the cosmos of God's love
and power. The symbols he
employs in this work are familiar
ones to those who have read Wangerin's earlier works: the circles of
friendship and the world; laughter;
tears; the role of passion and intellect in our faith. And the novel
completes a circle from Prisca's
first description of Paul in the Prologue, to her sacrificial offering to
save his life, and her final description of him in the final section. "He
[Paul] never ceased speaking. Paul
talked that whole day through. As
long as I lingered, still sitting
before him, Paul talked. And
during the night, even when I was
not with him, he talked. And the
days and the years thereafter, when
he was not with us, he talked."

Paul never ceased speaking. He
talked into the skies ...Timothy, do
you hear him! Lydia, do you?
Talking, talking, as from the articulate wind.... Rejoice in the Lord
always. Listen, I'll say it again:
rejoice!. .. And the peace of God,
which passes all understanding, will
keep your hearts and your minds in
Christ Jesus. Amen. Amen. Amen."
As Wangerin states in his article
"Telling Tales": "My stories don't
offer doctrines about life and about
God; they offer relationship. My
stories are the meeting place in
which relationships begin, mature,
may be experienced whole, may be
named, are certainly remembered,
live. . .Religions have existed
without theology... But no religion
has existed without story.... Story
does not instruct; story makes a
cosmos out of chaos ... Doctrine
may engage the understanding
mind, but the story engages the
human whole-body, senses,
reason, emotion, memory, laughter,
tears-so that the person who is

fragmented is put back together
again."
Wangerin in this work is a
master of the craft of writing, carefully choosing his words, contrasting characters, (such as James
the Just, and Paul), contrasting
short and long sentences to bring
attention to an event, using one
sentence paragraphs to emphasize a
point. And the reader is immediately drawn into the characters, the
artistic distance is removed and the
distances that the Bible many times
imposes caused by the alien culture,
the enormous span of time, or the
lack of detail in the Biblical
accounts are eliminated by Wangerin's artistry. This work is truly
the work of a mature story teller
whose literary, intellectual, theological and artistic talents are
brought together to weave a powerful story of God and his intervention in the lives of humans.
Dianne R. Portfleet

PONDERING THESE THINGS
"But Mary kept all these things, and pondered them in her heart."
Luke 2:19

The word he dropped into her ear
threaded down into her womb
to gather fibers up
and spin out woof of flesh
to weave across a spirit warp,
and text became a textile.
It was a new synthetic,
finely wrought.
And when this subtle weaving filled its loom,
her body labored in a stable through the night,
and in the morning saw the handiwork laid out,
and strawpiles all around seemed spun to gold.
The shepherds ambled in with skeins of wool,
and kings rode in on stars
to kneel and say this new material
had unraveled all the fabric
of the world.

Carol Gilbertson
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At this point in the novel,
Strozzi is in his mid-60's and resists
returning to such a role. In consequence, he is told by his provincial
superior to leave the religious community on which he had depended
for food and shelter. Now "he had
How does the Christian literary come to experience humiliation in
imagination respond to Niet- his flesh and blood... Now he was
zsche's searing critique of Chris- stripped bare without having
tian love? In his Genealogy of wished it" (80). Yet Strozzi
Morals, Nietzsche unmasks caritas responds without resentment, with
as ressentiment: the fearful weak the joy of an interior freedom in his
envy the courageous strong and heart. He finds an apartment in
assert their will to power with Pigalle, only now "[gives] up
"faith" in eternity; the charitable wearing his cassock" (80), and conmeek will inherit bliss, while the tinues to serve his parishonersstrong go empty away. For Niet- even after brutal beatings by neighzsche, Christianity denies life: the borhood thugs and continued critiwould-be saint infects the present cism by Church superiors. By the
with venomous and vengeful end of the novel, Strozzi emerges a
saint-but in the sense that Sulivan
dreams of the future.
Jean Sulivan's 1966 novel, now describes sanctity in his spiritual
translated into English, takes its journal, Morning Light (1976):
title and epigraph from Nietzsche, "Saints, whether officially recogand can be read as a respectful nized or not, have not sought hapreflection on and persuasive refuta- piness merely in the hereafter, but
tion of Nietzsche's rejection of in the kingdom here and now on
Christian love as life-denying. The behalf of concrete men and women
novel's hero is a Catholic priest who were their neighbors." Strozzi
named Jerome Strozzi, who, during loves and ministers to his outre
the German occupation, finds him- parishoners without pronouncing
self bereft of an official parish, wan- doctrinal certitudes or judgments.
dering the streets in the Pigalle "Profoundly attentive to what was
neighborhood of Paris. Soon he is going on" (67), Strozzi simply
ministering to the prostitutes, receives and gives friendship (76).
pimps, and gangsters who live He "sit[s] with others in silence for
there. After the war, Strozzi con- a whole hour, even two" (84);
tinues to serve these "parishoners" when he does utter words, "he
by becoming associated with the speaks to everyone as equal to
worker priest movement (1944- equal, totally oblivious of pity"
54), in which over a hundred (86). In so doing, he "never stop[s]
French and Belgian priests were fighting for life against death" (76).
given permission to dispense with In the course of the novel, he
their cassocks and take ordinary emerges as an image of the Jesus
jobs with the aim of reaching who befriended the spurned, and
estranged Catholic laborers. By the who proclaimed, "I came that they
late 1950's, the Church had with- may have life, and have it abundrawn support for the movement, dantly" (John 10:10).
which it saw as compromising the
At first, the novel's narrator sustraditional priestly role.
pects Strozzi's serene celibacy
Jean Sulivan. Eternity, My Beloved.
Translated from the French by
Sister Francis Ellen Riordan. St.
Paul, MN: River Boat Books,
1999.

amidst the prostitutes he befriends.
In these friendships, relaxed and
affectionate as they are, Strozzi
practices a purposeful asceticism
(another practice in which Nietzsche spies life-denying resentment). Strozzi renounces lust, but
he also relinquishes any desire to
impose principles or control over
his friends. In his "passion to help
life succeed" (102), he looks calmly,
openly, and hopefully at the person
before him, and practices an asceticism of attentiveness-an asceticism which he insists, is "essential"
to every human relationship (101),
especially marriage. Nietzsche-like,
the narrator yearns "to explain
[Strozzi's serenity] as a mechanism,
to unmask an illusion" (93). Only
toward the end of the novel does
he realize the folly of his anxiety to
reduce and "explain everything
psychologically" (117). He begins
to understand Strozzi's celibacy, to
recognize the paradox that "in
order to give assistance to life, it
was necessary to keep yourself, to
some degree, outside of life. It was
the love of life that kept him from
entering its stream. Out of love for
life he had chosen the appearance
of death" (95). Strozzi is the corn
of wheat that dies to bring forth
much fruit.
His friendships with the women
bear the most fruit. For the prostitute Paquerette, for example,
Strozzi becomes "The first man
with whom she had walked and
talked who did not brush against
her or touch her, and did not lecture her-which is really just
another way to touch and deceive
you, and treat you like an object.
The first man who had ever looked
at her as a human being" (31).
Paquerette soon renounces prostitution, and, as the narrator reports
with self-satisfied irony, becomes a
"rigid moralist ... a lay catechist in

her parish" (35). Elizabeth, also a nally caring hand" (123 ). These
prostitute, later becomes a kind of scenes give flesh and blood reality
Jeanne de Chantal to Strozzi's to Strozzi's image, and a novel with
Francis de Sales. With Strozzi, she as Incarnational a vision as this
helps a grieving man find his warrants more flesh and blood
daughter who had been lost to the embodiment.
underworld of the sex trade. And
Sulivan anticipates such critilike Strozzi, she begins to visit her cism, and his narrator defends his
neighbors, enacting a charity that attenuated renderings: "I could
is "discreet, unobtrusive, unaf- have made up scenes, livened everyfected" (65) .
thing up; it would have filled hunSulivan strives to find a lan- dreds of pages. My publisher would
guage that describes such charity have been delighted-a sure best
"without turning it into a catechism seller" (83 ). Instead, he gives his
lesson, without making it either readers a narrative that requirespretentious or superficial" (65) . and proves worthy of-an attenThe novel's style is often aphoristic, tive, laborious re-membering of the
but the aphorisms aim to awaken fragments of Strozzi's life. Graduthe reader from conventional habits ally, like the narrator, the reader
of thought, much like parables. For discerns a Christological pattern in
example, reflecting on the strange that life. In his self-emptying attenmoment in which Jesus curses the tion to others, Strozzi imitates
barren fig tree when it's not the Christ and "serve[s] life" (145). As
season for figs, the narrator writes: Norman Wirzba has recently
"Men and women are made for the argued: "In the love typified by
unexpected and the impossible- Christ, we ... see an engagement
the Gospel keeps reminding us of with the world that is deeper and
this." (129). Indeed, the novel's richer than anything Nietzsche
narrative development often breaks foresaw." In Strozzi, Sulivan has
off unexpectedly, creating a frag- created an unforgettable character,
mented form which Sulivan whose loving engagement with the
claimed was necessary to reflect our world reflects that of the One who
broken condition (see "Introduc- said, "I am the life."
tion to Eternity My Beloved" by
Paul J. Contino
Joseph Cunneen, p. iv). At times,
however, the reader wishes that
scenes of Strozzi's personal
encounter with others had been works cited
more fully and tangibly rendered, Sulivan, Jean. Morning Light. Trans.
or that more had been included. Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1998. (This
Some of these scenes are striking: book, and Sulivan's novel The Sea
Remains, were reviewed by Paul ConStrozzi visits the smoky, airless tino in The Cresset, October 1992.)
room of Arlette, a destitute eightysix year old woman whom he Wirzba, Norman. "The Needs of
embraces as "mother... daughter... Thought and the Affirmation of Life:
sister" (117); Strozzi is touched on Friedrich Nietzsche and Jesus Christ. "
International Philosophical Quarterly
the shoulder by a hierarch of the Dec. 1997: 401. (My thanks to Kevin
Church which has kept its distance: Hoffman for reminding me of this
"Strozzi never forgot that hand. essay.)
Although it didn't promise any particular help, still, it was a mater-
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booklines
The personal letters of twelfthcentury lovers Abelard and Heloise,
ever worthy of reading and rereading, have always struck me as
almost too good to be true. In fact,
more than one scholar has questioned their authenticity. No
matter! I want to believe that this
partial but compelling record of
love and tragic loss is genuine.
Now, The Lost Love Letters of
Heloise and Abelard: Perceptions of
Dialogue in Twelfth-Century
France by Constant J. Mews, with
translations by Neville Chiavaroli
and Constant]. Mews (St. Martin's
Press, 1999), further complicates
what must surely be one of the most
intriguing male-female relationships in all of history-and literature, for that matter.
This collection of 113 fragmentary love letters and poems, each
published in the original medieval
Latin with an annotated English
translation, transports the reader
into a world where convention constrains even the strongest passion.
Written on wax tablets often delivered within the same house by messenger and then copied out at
leisure upon parchment, the letters
may at first may strike a modern
reader as artificial and insincere.
The elaborate formulae of greeting
can take up half a letter. Nevertheless, this elegant prose and poetry
chart a tumultuous affair that betokens two strong-minded individuals who wrestle unruly passions
into words. The man draws his language and ideas about love primarily from classical sources,
blending passionate attraction with
ideals of friendship. Going further,
the woman desires to fuse classical
with scriptural notions of selfless
love. Even though his letters outnumber hers, her voice dominates.

The subtlety of her mind and emotions eclipses that of the man she
addresses as "teacher."
Are these the letters exchanged
"thick and fast" by Abelard and
Heloise during the year they fell in
love (probably 1116-1117)? Mews
thinks they are, and backs up his
supposition with scholarly argument, eminently readable, that
takes the reader into the political,
religious, literary and social milieux
in which the letters were written.
He bases his convincing claim on a
comparative analysis of vocabulary
and style.
Mews' work sent me back to
The letters of Abelard and Heloise
(translated by Betty Radice, Penguin, 1988). No matter how many
times I return to them, they still
pack a wallop. In his Historia
calamitatum, Abelard spares none
of the scandalous details of the
affair he looks back on with shame
and regret. As he tells it, puffed up
with pride over his worldly fame as
a philosopher, he fell victim to lust.
He plotted the seduction of
Heloise, brilliant, beautiful, and
twenty years his junior, whom her
uncle had entrusted to his tutelage.
When she became pregnant, he hid
her away until after the birth of
their son, then secretly married her
(the marriage was to placate her
uncle, the secrecy to protect his
career in a church that increasingly
demanded
celibacy
of
its
employees). Her uncle had him cas-

trated anyway, after which Abelard
forced Heloise to take the veil. He
then became a monk.
Reading Abelard's Historia devastated Heloise. His renunciation
of their love shook the very foundation of her spiritual life. In the
subsequent exchange of personal
letters, she fights for her interpretation of events, defending her
boundless love for him as "wholly
innocent" because purely intended
and self-sacrificing. She reminds
him that all she ever wanted from
him was his love, freely given.
Writing back, Abelard insists on the
superiority of divine love, compared to which all human love
should be renounced as self-seeking
and lustful. Abelard does his best to
convince Heloise to fix all her
human desires on God. In such a
framework, as Heloise sees clearly,
the sexual woman is no longer the
spiritual partner of the male; she
becomes a fleshly temptress, the
source of his destruction.
If indeed the "lost letters" do
belong to Abelard and Heloise, the
reader must address perplexing
inconsistencies and ironies in the
later correspondence. How can
Abelard call "lust" feelings that he
described at the time as neverchanging and immortal? Why does
he condemn as base and transitory
the very relationship that he once
praised as a union of souls "joined
by God"? One is tempted to conclude, along with Mews, "The His-

toria calamitatum is certainly an
authentic text of Abelard, but it
does not provide an authentic
record of his relationship with
Heloise." By contrast, Heloise
remains true to her belief that the
human spirit is capable of constant
and pure love. As the last letters
confirm, she meant it when as a
young woman she wrote to her
lover: "I love you with a steadfast
and whole mind. Like it or not, you
are mine and always shall be. Never
shall my desire for you be altered,
nor will I ever take back my whole
spirit from you. In you I have what
I searched for, I hold what I chose."
Too good to be true? I hope not!
But even if the letters, early and
late, are spurious, they give the
modern reader a fascinating view of
medieval love from both male and
female perspectives, at a time when
notions of love were in transition in
a church moving toward a celibate
clergy and a society headed in a different direction (our own) in its validation and celebration of romantic
love. If, however, as seems increasingly likely, the letters are authentic,
then we also have a wide window
into the hearts and minds of
Abelard and Heloise. Furthermore,
Heloise emerges from the shadow
of her teacher and lover as an independent thinker and enormously
talented writer. What a gift for our
time and place!
Gail Porter Mandell
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